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Good Shepherd Health System 2006 DSH SSI Fraction Baystate Errors Group

LifePoint 2010 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Capella Healthcare 2010 Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Ascension Health 2010 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days

Baptist Health Arkansas 2010 DSH SSI Fractión Dual Eligible Group

Hall Render 2010 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2011 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2012 DSH SSI Ratio Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2008 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 2011 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2009 SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 20i2 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 2011 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Group III
Hall Render 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group II
Hall Render 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Optional Group III
Hall Render 2014 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Community Healthcare System 2014 DSH SSI Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2005 DSH Medicare Fraction Dual Eligible Days Group

Hall Render 2006 DSH SSI Ratio Dual Eligible Days Group II

Dear Ms. Griffin:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' May 3, 2018

request for e*pèdited ¡udicial review (EJR) (received ltlay 4,2018) in the above-referenced

appeals. The Board's decision with respect to jurisdiction and EJR is set forth below.



Issue in Dispute

The issue for which the Board is considering EJR is:

Whether the Provider's Medicare DSH [disproportionate share

hospital] reimbursement calculations were understated due to the

Centers for Medicare [&] Medicaid Services ("CMS" or
"Agency") and the Medicare Administrative Contractors' (MACs')
failure to include all patient days for patients who were enrolled in
and eligible for in the SSI [Supplement Security Income] program

but did not received an SSI cash payment for the month in which
they receiVed services from the Providers ("SSI Eligible Days"), in
the numerator of the Medicare Fraction of the DSH percentage, as

required by 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).'

Medicare Disrrrorlortionate Sh¡re Hosr¡ital (DSH) Pavment Backeround

Since 1 983, the Medicare program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient

hospital services under the prospective payment system (PPS).2 Under PPS, Medicare pays

preåetermined, standardizeà amounts pèr ãiscnarge, subject to ceÉain payment adjustments.3
-one 

of thc PPS paymcnt adjustments is the DSH payment adjustment. The Secretary is

required to provide increased PPS teimbusement to hospitals that serve a "significantly
disproportiónate number of low-income patients."4 whether a hospital qualifies for the DSH

adjustment, and how large an adjustment it receives, depends on the hospital's "dispropofionate
patient percentage" (DPP).)

The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as a percentage.6 Both of these

fractions look, in part, to whether or not the hospital's patients for such days claimed during

the particular cost reporting period were "entitled to benefits" under Medicare Part A.

The first fraction used to compute the DSH payment is commonly known as the Medicare

fraction. It is also referred to ãs the SSI fracìion because the numerator is determined by the

number ofpatient days for which the patient was entitled to SSI. The statute defines the SSI

fraction as:
(I) the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of

which is the number of such hospital's patient days for such

period which were made up of patients who (for such days)

were entitled to benefits under Part A ofthis subchapter

' and were entitled to supplemental security income benef,tts
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I Providers' EJR Request at 2.
2 42lJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)( I )-( 5);42 C.F.R. Part4t2-
3 ld.
4 42 U.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106
i 42 U.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(l')(v)
6 42 U.S.c. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
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(excluding any State supplementation) under subchapter

XVI of this chapter, and the denominator of which is the

number of such hospital's patient days for such fiscal year

which were made up of patients who (for such days) were

entitled to benefits undir Part A of this subchapter ' ' 'i

The sSI fraction is computed annually by cMS, and the MAC-s are required to use cMS's
calculation to compute â hospital's DSH payment adjustment.s

The second fraction usecl to compute the DSH payment is the Medicaid fraction, defined as:

(lÐ the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of
which is the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such

period which consist ofpatients who (for such days) were

eligible for medical assistance under a State plan approved

under subchapter XIX of this chapter, but who were not
entitled to benefits under Part A of this subchapter, and

the denominator of which is the total number of the

hospital's patient days for such period.e

According to cMS' regulation, "[t]he [MAC] determines . .. the number of the hospital's patient

days of seìvice for which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Pa.rt A,

unâ diuid". that number by the total numbér ofpatient days in the same period'"|0

Baystate Medical Center, an inpatient PPS provider, challenged the data matching process used

to áetermine the SSI fraction ofthe DSFI computation resulting in the decision in Baystate

Medical Center v. Leavitt.tt In that case, the District Court concltrded that, in certain respects,

the Secretary's matching process did not use "the best available data" to match Medicare patient

day information with ssl eligibility data when calculating the sSI fractions. As a result, the

Secretary revised the data match process used in the calculation the SSI fractions for Federal

frscal year (FFY) 2011 and forwardr2 and the cMS Administrator issued cMS Rulings 1498-R

anA l49B-RZ to make retroactive corrections to the SSI fractions for FFYs prior to 201 1.13 In the

August 16, 2010 final inpatient PPS rule, the secretary an¡ounced that the only Payment status

Coães @SCs) that woulã be used to describe an individual as eligible for SSI benefits during a

given month were COl, M01 and M02.ra

1 42 u.S.c. $ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(l) (emphasis added).
I 42 C.F.R. $ 4 12.I o6(bx2)-(3).
e 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(ll) (emphasis added).
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412.l o6(bx4).
I r 545 F. Supp. 2d 20, as amended 58? F. Supp. 2d 37 (D.D C 2008)
t2 75 Fed. Ree. 50042,5027 5-277 (Aug. 16,2010).
rr See CMS nlulings on the internet at https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Rulings/CMS-
Ruf ings.html (last visited May 21,2018).
14 75 Fed. Reg. at 50,21 8.
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Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assert that under the rules of statutory construction, the Secretary is compelled to

interpret "entitled to SSI" benefits to include all inpatients who were enrolled in the SSI program

at the time of their hospitalization. The Providers point out that, oveúime, the Secretary has

expanded the definition ofentitled to benefits, but the expanded definition did not address the rift
between Medicare Part A beneficiaries and SSI beneficiaries who are described in the DSH
statute as "entitled to benefits." The Providers explain that the Secretary continues to construe

"entitled to [SSI] benefits" narrowly. In order to be counted in the Medicare fraction numerator

ofthe DSII calculation, an SSI enrollee must actually have received a cash payment from the

Social Security Administration (SSA) for the month in question. The Providers contend that this

action excludes SSI enrollees otherwise qualified for and receiving non-cash benefits under the

SSI þrogram.r5

The Providers note that in administering the SSI program, SSA assigns each beneficiary a PSC.

The codes are made up of two elements: a single letter code reflecting payment status and a

numeric code indicating the reason for the payment status. Of the 77 PSC codes used by SSA,

the Secretary announced in the Federal Register that only three PSC codes, C0 i , M0l and M02,
are counted as .,entitlement" for purposes of the DSH statute.r6 Thus, the Providers allege the

olher 74 codes used by SSA to determine payment status result in a significant number of SSI

enrollees being excluded from the numerator ofthe Medicare fraction for reasons that have no

bearing on their eligibility for or entitlement to SSI benefits. The Providers believe that the SSI

enrollees remain entitled to SSI regardless of whether cash payment is received in the month of
hospitalization.

Fufher, the Providers assert in their request for EJR that CMS should provide the Providers with
a listing of those SSI enrollees for the relevant hospitalizations so that they can ensure that their
DSH adjustments were calculated in accordance with the Medicare statute. The Providers state

that they are seeking a ruling that CMS has failed to furnish the Providers with adequate

information to allow them to check and meaningfully challenge CMS' DPP calculations which
they are entitled to under Section 951 of the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and

Modernization Act, P.L. 108-173.

Decision of lhe Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2011),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct 4 hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

t5 I cl. at 50,27 5-286.
t6 Id. at 50,281 .
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Jurisdictional Determination

The parlicipants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2005,2006, and 2008-2014. Each ofthe Providers received an NPR or
RNPR with a SSI% calculated after the issuance of the August 16,2010 201 1 IPPS Final Rule,
which updated CMS' SSI data matching methodology.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a parlicipant's appeals for cost repofi periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Paft C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.tT In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repoÍ submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Fuúher, no statute
or regulation expressly mandated th4t a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to th; Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement. ¡8

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.le Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(l)(ii) which
required for cost repoft periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory require'ment was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(Banner).20 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.

The District Court concluded that, under Bethesda, The 2008 self-disallowance regulation could
not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the
Medicare Contractor could not address.2l

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31,2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medica¡e Contractor and left

r7 
f 08 S. Ct. 1255(1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (ìn self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

MedicareContractor'sNPRwouldnotincludeanydisallowancefortheitem.'Iheprovidereffectivelyself-
disallowed the item.).
tB Bethesda qt 1258-59.
ìe 73 Fed. Reg. 30,190, 30,240 (May 23,2008).

'?o 
201 F. Supp. 3d l3l (D.D.C.2016)

2t Banner at 142.
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it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the man¡er sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a\l)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest. The Board finds that the "entitled to benefits" question is governed by
42 C.F.R. g 412.106(bX2)(i)(B), which is a regulation that left the Medicare Contractors without
the authority to make the payment in the ma¡ner sought by the Providers in these cases.

Consequently, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction over the Providers in these cases with the

exceptions noted below.

For any parlicipant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21,2008,The
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.22 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21 , 2008.

Case No. 15-1672G: #2 North Arkansas Regional Medical Center (provider no. 04-001 j ,

FYE 3/31/2011)
CaseNo. 13-3061G: #1I St.Mary'sof Michigan(providerno.23-0077,FYE6/3012010)

Since the SSI issue that is the subject ofthese appeals was not adjusted in the revised NPR, the

Board does not have jurisdiction over the Providers' appeals pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889.
This regulation states that any matter not specifically revised may not be considered in any

appeal of the revised determination. The Board hereby dismisses Nofh Arkansas Regional
Medical Center and St. Mary's of Michigan from their respective appeals appeal and since
jurisdiction is a prerequisite to granting EJR, the Providers' requests for EJR a¡e denied.

Additionally, the Board finds that as part ofthe issue description in the EJR request, that the

Providers were also seeking a ruling "that the CMS has failed to provide the Providers with
adequate information to allow them to check and challenge CMS's disproportionate patient
percentage (DPP) calculations". The Providers stated that they are entitled to the data under

Section 951 of the Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act, Pub. L.
108- 173 and the summary that CMS provides does not allow providers to meaningfully
challenge their DPP calculations. This 95 1 challenge was not included in the original appeal

requests, and is unrelated to the issue being challenged as part of this group appeal. The addition
of this new issue to a group appeal violates two regulatory provision,42 C.F.R. $ 1835(c) and 42

C.F.R. $ 1837(a)(2). 42 C.F.R. $ 1835(c) provides that Providers can only add issues within 60

days after the expiration ofthe applicable 180-day period prescribed in paragraph (a)(3) of this
section and 42 C.F.R. $ 1837(a)(2) limits group appeals to one issue. Therefore, the Board
dismisses the Providers' request for a ruling on the release ofdata pursuant to Section 951 ofthe
Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modemization Act, Pub. L. 108-i73 as it is not
part of this group appeal.

22 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405. I 889(bX l) (2008).
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Lesal Authoritv

42 C.F.R. $ 405.1867 defines the soutces of the Board's authority, stating:

In exercising its authority to conduct the hearings described herein, the Board
must comply with all the provisions of title XVIII of the Act and regulations
issued thereunder, as well as CMS llulings issued under the authority of the

Administrator of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services . . . . The Board
shall afford great weight to interpretive rules, leneral statements ofpolicy, and

rules ofagency organization, procedure, or practice established by CMS.

The group challenges CMS' statutory interpretation of the term "entitled" as used in the Social

Secuiity Àct $ 1858(d)(5)(FXviXI) and the application of that term in the DSH SSI fraction's23

matching process, as published in the August 16,2010 2011 IPPS Final Rule. The Board finds
that this is a challenge to the substantive validity ofthe DSH methodology described in the DSH
regulation. The Board determines that, consequently, it lacks the authority to decide the legal
question relevant to the matter at issue (that "entitled," as used in the DSH regulation, should be

applied the same way for Parl A and SSI days in tetms of "covered/paid" days in the SSI

fraction).

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Requgs]l

The Board finds that:

I ) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years a¡d that the
remaiíing partipipants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing
before the Rcrar<l (hut for the Providers dismissed above);

2) based upon the participants' asseftions regarding 42 U.S.C. $

l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi) and 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, s0275-277 (Aug. 16,
2010) there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 75 Fed.

Reg. 50042, 50275-217'(Aug. 16,2010), is valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question ofthe validity of75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 5027 5-277
(Aug. 16, 2010) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ i395oo(Ð(1) and hereby

grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Providers have 60

23 AIso known as the Medicare fraction in the DSH payment.
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days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes these cases'

Board Members Participatins:

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H.Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD

#^r:ffi
Enclosures: 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)

Schedules of Providers

cc: Mounir Kamal, Novitas Solutions (Certified Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Cecile Huggins, Palmetto GBA (Certifred Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Bryon Lamprecht, WPS (Certihed Mail ilSchedules of Providers)
Danene Hartley, NGS (Certified Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA (Certified Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, FSS (w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

CERTIFIED MAIL

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 21207
4to-746-267 r
JUN 0 4 2018James C. Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa A¡ita Avenue, Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

RE: St. JosephHospital,ProviderNo. 15-0047, FYE5131/2009, CaseNo' 17-2221 &.

as a participant in QRS CHS 2009 DSH SSI Percentage CIRP Group, Case No. 18-1316GC

Dear Mr. Ravindran: i..

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (the Board) has reviewed the above-captioned

appeals. The pertinent facts and the Board's detêrmination are set fofth below.
t

Petinent Facts:

Community Health Systems (CHS) filed an individual appeal for St' Joseph Hospital's 2009

FYE on September 14,2017. The appeal is based on the revised Notice of Program

Reimbursement (RNPR) dated March 13,2017. There are th¡ee issues under appeal:

. SSI Provider Specific

. SSI Systemic

. DSH Medicaid Eligible Days

For all three issues, CHS identified audit adjustments 5 and 6. Audit Adjustment 5 was adjusted

to remove non-allowable Medicaid days on Worksheet S-3, Part I and Audit Adjustment 6 was to

adjust the hospital DSH payment percentage to disallow non-allowable Medicaid days on

Worksheet E, Pat A.

In a letter dated April 9,2018, the Medicare Contractor objected to the Board's jurisdiction over

the SSI Provider Specific issue for two reasons:

1) It has not made a determination with regard to the SSI Provider Specific issue as the

Provider has not yet made a fotmal request for a realigned SSI percentage based on

its own fiscal year end.

2) The other component of the SSI Provider Specific issue regarding whether the
Medicare Contractor used the correct SSI% in computing the DSH calculation is
duplicative ofthe Systemic issue under appeal.

CHS filed a responsive jurisdictional brief on May 10,2018. CHS contends that the Board has
jurisdiction over the Provider Specific issue as it is a separate component which is distinct from
the Systemic issue. The Provider is ". . . addrcssing the various errors of omission and

commission that clo not fit into the "systemic errors" category."l Further the Representative
advises that it is not seeking SSI realignment.

I Representative's jurisdictional bricfdatcd M y 9,2018 at2
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On May 23,2018, CHS autho¡ized Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc. (QRS) to form anew
common ìssue related party (CIRP) group. The group was formed with St. Joseph Flospital, by
transferring the SSI Systemic issue from its individual appeal, case numb er 1l -2227 . The Board
established tle CIRP group, to which it assigned case number 18-1316GC.

Board Determination:

Pursuantto 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(a) and42 C.F.R, $$ 405.1835 -405.1840, aproviderhasaright
to a hearing before the Board with respect to costs claimed on a timely filed cost report if it is
dissatisfied with the final determination of the intermediary, the amount in conuoversy is

$10,000 or more (or $50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing is filed within 180 days

ofthe date ofreceipt ofthe final determination.

In this case, the Provider's appeal was filed from a RNPR.

The Code of Federal Regulations provides for an opportunity for a ¡evised NPR. 42 C.F.R.

$ 1885 provides in relevant part:

(a) General. (1) A Secretary determination, an intermediary determination, or a decision

by a reviewing entity (as described in $ 405.1801(a) ofthis subpart) may be reopened, for
findings on matters at issue in a determination or decision, by CMS (with respect to

Secretary deteminations), by the intermediary (with respect to intermediary
determinations) or by the reviewing entity that made the decision (as described in $

405. I 885(c) of this subparl).

42 C.F.R. $ 405. 1 8 89 explains the effect of a cost report reviston:

(a) If a revision is made in a Secretary or inlermediary rleteminatinn or a decision

hy a reviewing entity after the determination or decision is reopened as provided

in $405.1885 of this subpart, the revision must be considered a separate and

distinct determination or decision to which the provisions of a2 C.F.R. $$

405.18i1, 40s.1834,405.1835, 405.1831 ,405.187s, 405.1877 and 405.1885 of
this subparl are applicable.

(b)(i) Only those matters that are specifically revised in a revised detemination

or decision are within the scope of any appeal ofthe revised determination or

decision.

(b)(2) Any matter that is not specifìcally revised (including any matter that was

reopened but not revised) may not be considered in any appeal of the revised

deterrnination or decision.

In this case, the Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific and

SSI Systemic issues. As notetl, CFIS cited audit adjustrrtents 5 & 6 for bt-rth SSI issues.

According to the adjustment report submitted with the appeal request, Adjustment 5 was adjusted
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to remove non-allowable Medicaid days on Worksheet S-3, Part I and Adjustment 6 was to
adjust the hospital DSH payment percentage to disallow non-allowable Medicaid days on
Worksheet E, Pafi A. There is no evidence to suppofi an adjustment to the SSI Percentage on the

RNPR under appeal.

Therefore, the SSI Provider Specific and SSI Systemic issues are hereby dismissed from case

number l7 -2221. The individual appeal will, however, remain pending for the Medicaid Eligible
Days issue. Further, because St. Joseph Hospital was the sole participant used to form the new
SSI Percentage CIRP group (case number 18-1316GC), and the Board has found that it does not
have jurisdiction over the SSI Percentage issue for this Provider, the Board is also dismissing the
group appeal.

Review of this determination is available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42

C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and 405.1811 upon fìnal disposition of the case on the merits.

Board Members Participatinq:
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Board Membe¡

Enciosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and.1871

cc: Byron Lamprecht, Wisconsin Physicia¡s Service
Wilson C. Leong, Esq., CPA, Federal Specialized Services

For the Board

.1.6"t -l lr-f'



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 21207
4LO-746-2677

JUN 0 4 20t0

Certified Mail

Daniel J. Hettich, Esq.
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006 4706

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

t4-28tsGC
15-3205
t5-3201
t6-2538

Memorial Health System of East Texas 2009 DSH SSI MA Days Medicaid Fraction CìRP

Saint Mary's Medical Center, Provider No. 5l -0007, FYE 913012012

Saint Mary's Medical Center, Provider No. 51-0007, FYE9/3012011

Saint Mary's Medical Center, Provider No. 5l -0007, FYE 9/30/2013

Dear Mr. Hettich:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' May 16;201'8
requests for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received May 17 ,2018) for the above-referenced
appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Disrrute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether CMS unlawfully treats days for which Medicare Part A
did not make payment, namely Medicare Advantage days which
are paid under Medicare Parl C, as days for which patients are

entitled to benefits under Medicare Parl A for purposes of
calculating the Medicare disproportionate share ("DSH")
payment.l

Statutory and Reeulatorv Backqround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Pat A of the Medìcare Act covers "inpatient hospitaÌ services." Since 1983,the
Medicare program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient
hospital services under the prospective payment system ("PlS'1.2 Under PPS,

¡ Providers' EJR Request at l.
2 See 42r.).5.C. $ I 395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 412.
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Medicare pays predetermined, standardized amounts per discharge, subject to

certain payment adjustments. 3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.s

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("DPP').6 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it aÌso determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifoing

hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo ftactions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are refer¡ed to as the "Medicare/SSl" fractiön and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitiecl to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXuÐ(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) werg entilled to benefits under parl A of this subchapter . . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/ssl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C.CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSFI payment adjustment.e

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(pX"Ð0D, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the

, Id
a See 42 tJ.S.C. g l395ww(d)(s).
5 See 42 tJ.5.C. $ l395ww(dXsXF)(iXI); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See42rJ.S.C. $$ 139sww(dX5XF)(i)(I) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2c.F.R $a12.106(cxl).
7 See 42 tJ.5.C. $$ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vií)-(xiii); a2 C.F.R. $ 412 106(d)
8,See 42 U.S.C. 0 l395ww(dX5XFXvi)
e 42 c.F.R.5 4 r 2.106(bX2)-(3).
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Medicaid program], but who weÍe not entitled to beneJìts under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

The lVledicare contlactor determines the nuurber ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for

which patìents were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.r0

Medicare Advantage Pro$am

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("FIMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 Ll.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

stafùIe at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . "
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries en¡olled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the Septembet 4,7990 Federal Register, the Secretaryll stated that:

Based on the language of section 1 8 86(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropdate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualifìed HMO. Prior to December

1, 1987 , we r /ere not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].

However, as of December 1,1987, a field was included on the

Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSi/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].12

At that time Medicare Parl A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A. l3

ro 42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.106(bx4).
rr of llealth and Human Services.
12 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990,39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
tt ld.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t4 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the stâtutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.ts

No fufther guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("PPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Parl A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those pqtient days

artributable to the beneficíary should not be included ín the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the counr of tutal patient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C benefrciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaìdfraction . . . (emphasis

added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year (.'FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."lT In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

noT adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to ínclude the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy 10 include the patíent days for M+C

la The Medicare Part C program didnotbegin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,
codrfied as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicare] on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. I 395mm] shall be considered

/ to be enrolìed with that organization on January l, 1999, under paft C ofTitle XVIIL . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for provìding services on January l, 1999 . . . ." This was also k¡own as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVlll.
'569 Fed. Reg. 48,91 8, 49,099 (Aug. 1 I , 2004).
ló68 Fed. Reg. 27,1 54,2'1,208 (May 19,2003).
¡7 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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beneJìciari.es in the Medicare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare taction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M*C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.ls (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)(B) was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary
noted that no regulatory change had in fact occumed, and aruiounced that she had made
"tech¡ical corrections" !o the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the
FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inl llina Healthcare Servíces v. Sebelíus,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in these cases involves the question of whether Medicare Parl C patients
are "entitled to benefits under Part .A," tþereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Pafl A/SSI f¡action and excluded from the Medicaid fraction nume¡ator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits under Parl A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the term "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean
covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed
course and an¡ounced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and exclude them from the Medicaid fraction effective October 1 ,2004.21

In Allina, the Couú affirmed the district court's decision'lhat the Secretary's final rule was not a
Iogical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretary has

not acquiesced to the decision, lhe 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part
A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forlh in 42
C.F.R. $S 412.106(b)(2)(1)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB). In these cases, the Providers contend that all
Part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C
days should be included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the

t8 ld.
te '12 Fcd. Reg. 47,130,47,384 (Augtlst 22,2007).

'?o 
746 F. 3d, 02 (D.C. Ctr.2014).

2ì 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Allina at 1109.
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Providers seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive validity of the 2004 rulJ that the Board
lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that, since the Secretary has not acquiesced
to the decision in Allina, the Board remains bound by the regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question ¡elevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionâlity ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The parlicipants that compdse the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2009,201I,2012 a¡d 2073.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a pafiicipant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3 1, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSIÆart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.23 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Furlher, no statute
or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the valìdity ofa regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor u/here the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement.2a

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.2s Among the new
regulatíons implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on o¡ afte¡ December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement r¡r'as litigated in Banner Hearl Hospital v. Burwell
(Banner).2ó h't Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.
The District Court concluded that, tnder Bethesda, fhe 2008 self-disallowance regulation could

'?r 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,Sci a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment poìicy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medjcare Contractor's NPR would not include any djsallowance for the itenr. The provider effectively self-
d isallowed the itenr.).
2a Bethesda at 1258-59.
25 73 Fed. Reg. 30J90, 30240 (May 23,2008).
2ó 201 F. Supp. 3d l3l (D.D.C.2016)
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not be applied to appeals raising a legal chalienge to a regulation or other policy that the

Medicare Contractor could not address.2T

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in -B anner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Metlicalc Coltrauto-r'

determinations for cost report peliods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

Janua¡y 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left

it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the providel on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR request have had Part

C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or

self-disallowed the issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their respective appeals. In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy for the

individual appeals áxceeds $10,000 and in the group appeal, exceeds the $50,000 threshold2s and

the appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by

the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case'

Board's Analysis Reeardine the Appealgl Islug

The appeals in this EJR request cover fiscal years 2009, 2011,2012 and 2013, thus the appealed

cost reporring periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's FFY 2005

IPPS rule being challenged. The Board rqcognizes that the D.C. Ci¡cuit vacated this regulation

in Allina for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur

is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide) . See generally Grant Med. Ctr.

v. Burwell, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.D. 2016), appeal filed,No 16-5314 (D.C. Cir., Oct

31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation

and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the

D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. See 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(1.¡(1). Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

ofthis EJR request.

21 Banner af 142.
28 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837
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Board's Decision Reearding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

I ) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the

Provitlers äre eutitltd to a healing before the Board;

2) based upon the Providers' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.
gg 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare iaw and regulafion (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.t06(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB); are valid.

Accordingly, the Board fìnds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. SS 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Providers have 60

days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes these cases.

Board Members Participalins \

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarls, Esq.

FOR TFIE BOARD

4nn5"{-
Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)

Schedule ofProvide¡s for CaseNo. 14-2815GC

cc: Mounir Kamal, Novitas Solutions (Certifred Mail Schedule of Providers)

Laurìe Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o National Govemment Services (J-M) (w/o Schedule)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (w/Schedule of Providers)
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Certified Mail

Corinna Goron
Healthcare Reimbursement Services, Inc.
17101 Preston Road
Suite 220
Dallas, TX 75248

RE: EJR Determination for:

r 8-0483GC
l8-0484G
l8-0493GC

l8-049sGC
r 8-0497GC
I 8-051 r GC

l8-0527GC
l8-0597GC
l8-06l6GC
l8-0617GC
r 8-0830GC
t 8-0833GC
t8-0834GC
18-0836EC

HRS Lafayette General Health FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS WKHS FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS Cottage Health FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.70¿ Rate Reduction Group

HRS Prime Healthcare FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS FMOLHS FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

IIRS ProMedica Health System FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.70% Rate Reduction Group

HRS UHHS FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS CCF FFY 20t 8 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS Health Quest FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS SCHS FFY 20t 8 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS Alecto Healthcare FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7% Rate Reduction Group

HRS LLUH FFv 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.7%o P\ate Reduction Group

HRS MSHS FFY 2018 ATRA IPPS 0.70lo Rate Reduction Group

f)ear Ms. Goron:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' May 30, 2018

requests for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 1, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeals. The decision of the Board is set fofh below.

Issue in Disrrute

The Providers are challenging:

Whether CMS acted unlawfully by failing to make a positive
adjustment of 0.'Ìo/ofo the Inpatient Prospective Payment System
("PPS') rates in [Flederal lìscaì year ("FFY') 2018 to reverse the

effect of a negative adjustment of 0 .'lVo madc ovcr fiscal ycars

2014 through 2017, which has reduced the Providers' Medicare
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reimbursement in FFY 2018 a¡d will continue to do so in
perpetuity.r

Statutory and RegulatollBâgkgeg4!

In the Federal year (FY) 2008 inpatient prospective payment system (IPPS) final rule2, the

Secretary3 aclopted the Medicare severity diagnosis-related group (MS-DRG) patient

classification system for the IPPS, effective October 1, 2007, to better recognize severity of
illness in Medicare payment rates fol acute care hospitals. The adoption of the MS-DRG system

resulted in the expansion of the number ofDRGs from 538 in FY 2007 to 745 in FY 2008. This

Secretary believes that by increasing the number of MS-DRGs and more fully taking into

account patient severity of illness in Medicare payment lates for acute care hospitals,.MS-DRGs

.n"ourug" hospitals to improve their documentation and coding ofpatient diagnoses.a

In the FY 200S IPPS final rule, the secretary indicated that the adoption of the MS-DRGS had

the potential to lead to increases in aggregate payments without a corresponding increase in

actuãl patient severity ofillness due to the incentives for additional documentation and coding.

In that final rule, the Secretary exercised the authority under section 42 U.S'C.

$ 1395ww(d)(3)(A)(vi), which authorizes the Secretary to maintain budget nsuüality by

adjusting the national standardized amount, to eliminate the estimated effect of changes in

coding or classification that do not reflect real changes in case-mix. CMS actuaries estimated

that maintaining budget neutrality rcquircd an adjustment of -4.8 pelcent to the national

standardized amount. The Secretary provided for phasing in this -4.8 percent adjustment ovel 3

years. Specifically, the Secretary established prospective documentation and coding adjustments

ãf -1.2 percent fo. f'y ZOOS, -1.8 percent for FY 2009, and -1.8 percent for FY 2010.s

on September 29,2007, Congress enacted the TMA [Transitional Medical Assistance],

Abstinence Education, and Qi IQualifying kidiv.iduals] Ptograttrs Exteusion Act of 2007 (Public

Law 110-90) (TMA). Section 7(a) of this statute reduced the documentation ancl coding

a justment made as a result of the MS-DRG system that the secretary adopted in the FY 2008

IpÞS finat rule to -0.6 percent for FY 2008 and -0'9 percent for FY 2009.6

The Secretary implemented a series of adjustments required under sections 7(bX1XA) and

7(bx1xB) of the TMA, based on a retospective review of FY 2008 and FY 2009 claims data.

The secretary completed these adjustments in FY 2013, but indicated in the FY 2013

IPPS/LTCH [Long Term Care Hospital] PPS final rule that delaying full implementation of the

a jusrment required under section i(bxixA) of the TMA until FY 2013 resulted in payments in
FY 2010 through FY 2012 being overstated, and that these overpayments could not be

recovered.T

I Providers'EJR requests at L
2 72 FR 47 ,130, 4'7 140 tlrouEh 47189 (Aù9. 22,2007)
3 ofthe Department of Health and Fluman Services.
4 81 Fed. Reg. 56,762,56,780 (Aug.22,2016)
5 82 Fed. Reg,37,990,38,008 (Aug. 1'1,2017).
6 Id.
7 82 Fed. Reg. ar 38,008.
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section 631 of rhe American Tax Payer Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA) amended section 7(b)(1)(B)

of the 'lMA to require the Secretaly to make a recoupment adjustment or adjustments totaling

$11 billion by FY 2017. This adjustment represented the amount of the increase in aggregate

payments as a ¡esult ofnot completing the prospective adjustment authorized under sectirtn

7(bX1XA) of the TMA until FY 2013. As discussed above, this delay in implementation resulted

in overstated payment fates in FYs 2010, 201 1, and 2012. The resulting overpayments could not

have been recovered under the TM.{.

The adjustment required under section 631 of the ATRA was a one-time recoupment of a prior

overpayment, not a permanent reduction to payment rates. Therefore, the Secretary anticipated

that any adjustment made to reduce payment rates in one year would eventually be offset by a

positive adjustment in 20i8, once the necessary amount of overpayment was recovered.

Èo*"rr"., section 414 of the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthori zalio¡ Act (MACRA) of
2015, Public Law 114-10, replaced the single positive adjustment the Secretary intended to

make in FY 2018 with a 0.5 pelcentage point positive adjustment for each of FYs 2018 through

2023. However, section 15005 of the 21't century cures Act (Pub. L. 114--255), reduced the

adjustnlent for FY 2018 from 0.5 percentage points to 0 4588 percentage points. s

The Secretary's actuaries estimated that a -9.3 percentage poinl adjustmenl fo the standardized

amount would be necessary if the Secretary was to fully recover the $ 1 1 billion recoupment

required by section 631 of the ATRA in FY 2014. It is often the Secretary's practice to phase in
payment rate adjustmcnts ovcr more than one year, in order to moderate the effect on payment

rates in any one year. Therefore, consistent with the policies that the Secretary adopted in many

similar cases, the Secretary implemented a -0.8 percentage point recoupment adjustment to the

standardized amount in FY 2014.The Secretary estimateci that if adjustments of approximately

-0.8 percentage point were implemented in FYs 2014, 2015,2016' and207l, using standard

inflation factors, the entire $l lbillion would be accounted for by the end of the statutory 4-year

timeline.e

Consistent with rhe approach discussed in the FY 2014 rulemaking for recouping.the $1 I billion
required by section 6il ofthe ATRA, in the FY 2015 IPPS/LTCH PPS final ruler0 and the FY

2016 IPPS/LTCH PPS final rule,rr the secretary implemented additional -0.8 percentage point

recoupment adjustments to the standardized amount in FY 2015 and FY 2016, respectively. The

estimated that these adjustments, combined with leaving the prior -0.8 percentage point

adjustments in place, would recover up to $2 billion in FY 2015 and another $3 billion in FY

2016. When combined with rhe approximately $1 billion adjustment made in FY 2014, the

Secretary estimated that approximately $5 to $6 billion wouìd be left to recover under section

631 ofthe ATRA by the end ofFY 2016.

In the Fy 2017 IPPS/LTCH PPS proposed rule,r2 due to lower than previously estimated

inpatient sperrcling, the secretary determincd that an adjustment of -0.8 percentage point in FY

I ld.
,|d.
r0 79 Fed. ReE. 49,326,49,874 (Aug.24,2014).
ìì 80 Fed. Reg. 49,326,49345 (Aug. I?,2015)
12 8l Fed. Reg. 24,946,24966 (Apr. '1 ,2016)
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2017 would not recoup the $1 I billion under section 631 of the ATRA. For the FY 2011

IPPS/LTCH PPS finai rule,r3 the Secretary's actuaries estimated that, to the nearest tenth ofa
percentage point, the FY 2017 documentation and coding adjustment factor that would recoup as

èlosely ai possible $11 billion from FY 2014 through FY 2017 without exceeding this amount is

-1.5 percentage points. Based on those updated estimates by the Office ofthe Actuary using the

Secrãtary made a -1.5 percentage point adjustment for FY 2017 as the final adjustment required

under section 631 of the ATRA.I4

once the recoupment required under section 631 of the ATRA was complete, the secretary

anticipated making a single positive adjustment in FY 2018 to offset the ¡eductions required to

.""ouþ th" $11 billion under section 631 of the ATRA. However, section 414 of the MACRA
(which was enacted on April 16,2015) replaced the single positive adjustment the Secretary

intended to make in FY 2018 with a 0.5 percentage point positive adjustment for each of FYs

2018 through 2û23.In the FY 2017 rulemaking, the Secretary indicated that he would address

the adjustments for FY 2018 and later fiscal years in future rulemaking. As noted previously,

section 15005 of the 21't Century Cures Act (Pub. L. 114-255), which was enacted on December

13,20l6,amended section 7(b)(1)(B) of the TMA, as amended by section 631 of the ATRA and

section 4i4 of the MACRA, to reduce the adjustment for FY 2018 from a 0.5 percentage point to

a 0.4588 percentage point. The Secretary believes the directive under section 15005 of the
public cures Act is clear. Therefore, in the FY 2018 IPPS/LTCII PPS proposed rule for FY
2018, the Secretary proposed to implement the required +0.4588 percentage- point adjustment to

the siandardized amount. This is a permanent adjustment to payment rates.ls

The FY 2018 Federal Register (Aueust 14.2017)

The Federal Register comments to the FY 2018 Final IPPS Rule, included the following:

Several commenters reiterated their disagreement \ryith the -1'5 percentage

point adjustnlent that CMS made for FY 2017 under section 63 1 of the

ATRA, which exceeded the estimated adjustment of approximately -0 8

percentage point described in the FY 2014 IPPS/LTCH PPS rulemaking'

Commenters contended that, as a result, hospitals would be left with a

larger permanent cut than Congress intended following the enactment

of MACRA. They asserted that CMS' proposal to apply a 0'4588

percent positive adjustment for FY 2018 misinterprets the rclevant
stâtutory authorify, and urged CMS to align with thcir view of
Congress' intent by restoring an additional +0.7 percentage point
adjustment to the standardized amount in FY 2018; that is' the
dìfference between the -1.5 percentage point adjustment made in FY
2017 and the initial estimâte of -0.8 percentage point discussed in the

FY 20f 4 IPPS/LTCH PPS rulerrraking' Cotlureuters also urged CMS to

use its discretion under section 1886(dX5XD ofthe Act to increase the FY

201 8 adjustment by 0.7 percentage point. Other commenters requested

t3 Id.
14 82 F€d. Reg. at 38,008-9.
15 /1 âr 38009-
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that, despite current law, CMS ensure that adjustments totaling the full 3'9

percentage points withheld under section 631 ofthe ATRA be retumed'

Response: As discussed in the FY 2017IPPS/LTCH PPS final rule (81 FR

56783 through 6785), CMS completed the $1 1 billion recoupment

required undir section 631 of the ATRA. We continue to disagree that

seðtion 414 of the MACRA was intended to augment or limit our separate

obligation under the ATRA to fully offset $11 billion by FY 2017, aswe

discussed in response to comments in the FY 2017 IPPS/LTCH PPS final

rule (81 FR 56784)' Moreover' as we discussed in the FY 2018

IPPS/LTCH PPS proposed rule, we believe the directive regarding the

applicable adjustment for FY 2018 is clear. While we had anticipated

-aking a positi.re adjustment in FY 2018 to offset the reductions required

to reco-up the $11 billion under section 631 of the ATRA, section 414 of
the MAÒIIA requires that we not make the single positive adjustment we

intended to make in FY 2018 but instead make a 0'5 percentage point

positive adjustment for each ofFYs 2018 through 2023 ' As noted by the

commenteis, and discussed in the FY 2017 IPPS/LTCH PPS final rule, by

phasing in a total positive adjustment ofonly 3'0 percentage points,

' iection +t+ of the MACRA would not fully restore even the 3'2

percentage point adjustment originally estimated by CMS in the FY 2014

ippSnf-CH PPS final rule (78 FR 50515)' Finallv, Public Law 114155,
which fur1her reduced the positive adjustment required for FY 2018 from

0.5 percentage point to 0 4588 pelcentage poinl, was enacted on

Deiember 13,20i6, after CMS proposed and finalized the -1'5 percentage

point a justment as the final adjustment required under section 63 l of the

ATRA in the FY 2017 rulemaking.

After considcration of the public comments we receivecl, we are finalizing

the +0.4588 percentage point adjustment to the standardized amount for

FY 2018, as required under section i5005 of Public Law 114 255'
(emphasis added)r6

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers contend that the Secretary was required by statute to make a 0.7 percent positive

;djustment to the standardized amount in FFY 2018 and the refusal to do so was unlawful. The

Providers point out that the Secretary's authority to make ATRA adjustments comes from

Section 7(f)(1xB)(ii) of the TMA, as amended. Section 7(b)(2) of the TMA specifìes that any

aA¡ustment máai unáer Section 7(bX1XB) "for discharges occurring in a year shall not be

inóluded in the determination of standardizcd amounts for discharges occurring in a subsequent

year.,, The providers contend that the Secretary has violated thís directive by failing to make a

ó.7 percent curative adjustment in 2018. As a result, the Providers believe, the Secretary will

.""J.,p -or" than $l l Lillion âuthorized by ATRA, which constitutes agency action "in excess of

16 82 Fed. Reg. at 38009
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statutory jurisdiction, authority, oI limitations, or short of statutory right."l7 The P¡oviders note

that, at a minimum, the Secretary has the discretion to restore this cut under his power to

implement ..exceptions and adjustments" to the standardized amount "as [cMS] deems

appropriate."ls The Providers argue that the Secretary, therefore, has committed a reversible

enor in stating in the IPPS Final Rule for 2018 that he did not have the authority to make this

cuative adjusiment.re Not only is the Secretary enor regarding his own authority reason enough

to remand ihe issue to the Secrefary for firther consideration, the Secretary's failure to act on his

authority to restore the act is "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion or otherwise not in

accordance with law."2o

Decision of the Board

The Board concludes that it lacks the authority to grant the relief sought by the majority of
Providers, to apply a positive adjustment of 0.7 pelcent to the IPPS standard amount.

consequently, the Board hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and FFY

under áisputà with the exceprion of the Providers below. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. g 1395o0(Ð(1)

and the régulati ons ar 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(f(1), the Board is required to grant an EJR request if
it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at

issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a specific legal question relevant to the

specifrc matter at issue because the Ìegal question is a challenge either to the constitutionality of
a provision of a statute or to the substantive or procedural validity of a regulation or cMS

Ruling. In these cases. Providers filed timely appeals ofthe August 14,2017 Federal Register

noticelt and the amount in controversy exceeds the $50,000 threshold for jurisdiction over each

group.22 The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare

contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Case Number 18-0497GC. # 29 Sainr Michael's Medical Center

The Provider, above, did not included in letter of representation submitted with its original

hearing request or the Schedule ofProviders and associated jurisdictional documents filed with

the EJR request. Board Rule 523 requires that a provider submit a letter designating its

representative on its letterhead. In case number 18-0497GC, the Provider Representative filed a

leiter of representation with an attached list ofProviders with the original hearing request and

placed an identical letter under Tab H of the jurisdictional documents. Both of these letters

ãmitt"d St. Michael's Medical Center. Since the Saint Michael's Medical Center did not comply

with Boar.d Rule, by authorizing Healthcare Reimbursement Services as its representative, the

Board hereby dismisses the Provider from case number 1 8-0497GC. Since the Provider is no

,75U.S.C.$706(2XC),
r8 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(D)(5)(l).
re 82 Fed. Reg. at 38,009.
,o5U.S.C.$706(2XA).
2l In accordance with the Administrator's dec¡sion in District of Columbiq Hospilal Associotion llage Index Group

Appeat, (::tCF A Adm. Dec. January 15, 1993) Medícøre & Medicaid Guide (CCH) f 41,025, a notice publislted in

the Federal Register is a tinal detemination.
22 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837,
23 The Board's Rules are found on the internet at https://\¡',\ryw.Çms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Review-

Boa¡ds/PRRBReview/PRRB-lnstructions.html.
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longer a paficipant in the appeal, Saint Michael's Medical center's request for EJR is hereby

denied.

The Board finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the

remaining participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing

before the Board;

2) based upon the participants' assertions regarding the 0.7 percent

reduction to the IPPS standardized amount, there are no findings of
fact for resolution bY the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether the 0.7

percent reduction to the IPPS standardized amount, is va.lid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of the 0.7 percent reduction to the

IPPS rate properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby grants the

providers; request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The providers have 60 days from

the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial ¡eview. Since this is the

only ìssue under dispute, the Board hereby closes the cases.

Board Membe¡s ParticipgtjuË

Charlotte F. Bcnson, CPA
Gregory H.. 7;egler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq. FORTHE BOARD:

løtt Yf
Board Member

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)
Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Certified Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)

Loraine Frewert, Noridian Healthcare Solutions (Cer1ified Mail w/ Schedules of Provìders)

Bryon Lamprecht, V/PS (Certified Mail il Schedules of Providers)

Mounir Kamil, Novitas Solutions (Certified Mail Schedules of Providers)

Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o NGS (Certifred Mail w/ Schedules of Provìders)

Judith Cummings, CGS (Cerlified Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, FSS (w/Schedules of Providers) (Certified Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES,1,"&
Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
4ro-7a6-267r

West Virginia University Medicine
Nancy Repine
Assistant Vice President,
Finance & Reimbursement
3040 University Avenue
Morgantown, WV 26506

RE: City Hospital
Provider No. 51-0008
FyE 12131/2013
PRRB CaseNo. 16-1331

JUN t 4 2018

CERTIFIED MAIL

Palmetto GBA c/o National Govemment Services

Laurie Polson
Appeals Lead
MP: INA 101-AF42
P.O Box 6474
lndianapolis, IN 46206

f)ear Ms. Repine and Ms. Polson,

Tho Provider Reimbursement Board (Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the

above-referenced appeal. The jurisdictional decision ofthe Board is set forlh below.

Backeround

city Flospital is appealing the amount of Medicare Reimbursement as determined by its

Medicare ConÍactor in an Original Notice of Program Reimbursement Q\IPR) dated October 1,

2015. The Provider frled a timely appeal from the NPR on March 24,2016. The Model Form A-
Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3, presented nine issues. on November 23,2016, the Provider

requested to transfer seven issues to group appeals, including the SSI Systemic Errors issue to

case no. 17-0567GC. The Provider later requested to withdraw the Medicaid Eligible Days

issue. The remaining issue in the appeal is the SSI Provider Specifìc issue.

Board's Decision

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the ssl Provider specifìc issue. The
jurisdictional analysis for the issue has tv/o relevant aspects to consider: 1) the Provider

disagreeing with how the Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used

to determine the DSH percentage, and 2) the Provider preserving its right to request realignment

ofthe SSI percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost repofting period.



The first aspect of the SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider disagreeing with how the

Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH

percentage-is duplicative of the Systemic Enors issue that was transfemed to a group and is

dismissed by the Board.r The DSH Payment/SSl Pelcentage (Provider Specific) issue concems

"whether the Medicare Administrative Contractor used the correct Supplemental Security

Income percentage in the Disproportionate Share Flospital Calculation."2 The Provider's legal

basis for the SSI Provider Specific issue also asserts that "the Medicare Contractor did not

determine Medicare.DSH reimbursement in ac¡:ortlaucc with the Statutüry instructions at ''12

U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(Fxi)."3 The Provider argues that "its SSI percentage published by

[CMS] was incorrectly computed . . . ." and it ". . specifically disagrees with the MAC's
òalculátion of the computarion ofthe DSH percentage set forth at 42 C.F.R. $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) of
the Secretary's Regulations."a

The Provider's Systemic Errors issue is "[whether] the Secretary properly calculated the.

Provider's Disproportionate share Hospital/supplemental security Income percentage."5 Thus,

the Provider's disagreement with how the Medicare Contractor calculated the SSI percentage

that would be usèd for the DSH percentage is duplicative of the Systemic Errors issue that has

frled directly into a group appeal.

Because the Systemic Errors issue was transferred to a group appeal, the Board hereby dismisses

this aspect of the SSI Provider Specihc issue.

T¡c scuu¡d aspect of thc issue- thc Providcr preserving its right to requost roalignmont of the

ssl percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period-is dismissed by the

Boaid fo¡ lack ofjurisdiction. IJnder 42 C.F.R. g 412.106(bX3), for determining a Provider's

DSH percentage, "lf a hospital prefers that CMS use its cost reporting data instead of the Federal

fiscal year, it must fumish to CMS, through its intermediary, a w¡itten request . . .." Without this

written request, the Medicare Contractor cannot issue a final determination from which the

Provider can be dissatisfied with for apþealing purposes.

Conclusion

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue for City
Hospital and dismisses the issue from the appeal. As this was the last issue in the appeal, PRRB

Case No. 16- 1 33 1 is hereby closed and removed from the Board's docket.

Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)

and 42 C.F.R. $S 405.1875 and405.1811.

Page 2

I ,S¿¿ Providers lndividual Appeal Request at Tab 3.
2 /d. at Tab 3, lssue L
1 Id.
4 Id.
5 ld. at'lab 3, Issue 2-
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Bêltimore, MD 2t2O7
470-7A6-2677
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CERTIFIEDMAIL

'West Virginia University Hospital
Amy J. Stephens
Director
Corporate Finance & Reimbursement

P.O. Box 8261
Morgantown, WV 26505

Palmetto GBA c/o National Govemment Services

Laurie Polson
Appeals Lead
MP: INA-101-4F42
P.O.Box6474
lndianapolis, IN 46206

RE: West Virginia University Hospital
P¡oviderNo.51-0001
FYE 12/31/2013
PRRB Case No.16-2499

Dear Ms. StePhens and Ms. Polson,

The Provider Reimbursement Board (Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the

above-referenced appeal. The jurisdictional decision ofthe Board is set forth beiow'

Background

west virginia university Hospital is appealing the amounl of Medicare Reimbursement as

¿"i"Ài""¿ by its Medicãre Cåntractoi in an original Notice of Program Reimbursement Q'JPR)

dated March )q,ZOtø. The Provicler tirnély filed an appeal from the NPR on September i9,

2016. Thc Moiel Form A- Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3, presented two issues: DSH SSI

p."ti¿". Sþecific and DSH SSI Systemió Þrrors. The Provider requested that the SSI Systemic

Errors Issue be transferred to a gråup appeal, case no. 17-0567GC. The only remaining issue in

the appeal is the SSI Provider Specific issue'

Board's Decision

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue The

Surisdictional analysis for the issue has two relevant aspects to consider: 1) the Provider

äiruj.""ing with how the Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used

to dãtermiãe the DSH percentage, and 2) the Provider preser-ving its right to request realignment

ofthe ssl percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period.



The first aspect ofthe SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider disagreeing with how the

Medicare Contactor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH

Dercentase-is duplicativà of the Systemic Errors issue that was transfer¡ed to a group and is

ãis-irr"ã by the Iioard.t The DSH PaymenlSSl Percentage Provider Specific issue concems
.,whether thã Medicare Administrative Contractor used the correct Supplemental Security

Income percentage in the Disproportionate share Hospital calculation'"2 The Provider's legal

basis foi Issue Nó. 1 ulro us".tr th^t "the Medicare Contractor did not detetmine Medicare DSH

reimbursement in accordance with the Statutory instructions at 42 U'S'C'

õ i¡SS.-1ÐO)GXÐ.. The provider argues that "its SSI percentage published by [CMS] was

in"oo""tty "â-pìíù 
. . . ." and it ". . . specifically disagrees with the MAC's calculation of the

computati,on ofihe DSH percentage set iorth at 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) of the Secretary's

Regulations."a

The Provider's Systemic Errors issue is "[whether] the secretary properly calculated the,

p.*l¿"r'. Dispróportionate Share Hospital/Supplemental Security Income percentage'"s Thus'

the Provider's ãisãgreement with how the Medicare Contractor calculated the SSI percentage

that would be used for the DSH pelcentage is duplicative of the systemic Errors issue that has

frled directly into a group appeal'

Because thg systemic Errors issue was transferred to a group appeal, the Board hereby dismisses

this aspect of the SSI Provider Specific issue'

The second aspect ofthe issue-the Provider preserving its right to request realignment ofthe

iSt p"r""ntugå from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period-is dismissed by the

Board for lac"k ofjurisdiction. under 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(3), for determining a Provider's

óiH p"r""trtuge, i'if a hospital prefers thàt CMS use its_cost reporting data instead ofthe Federal

ãr"ut y"u., it rãust fumishio Ci4S, through its intermediary, a written request ' . .." Without this

*titt"å r"q""rt, the Medicare Contractor cannot issue a final determination from which the

Provider can be dissatisfied with for appealing purposes

Conclusion

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue in case no'

16-2499 for west virginia university Hospital. As this was the last issue in the appeal, PRRB

Case No. 16-2499 is hireby closed and removed from the Board's docket'

Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of 42 U'S'C $ 1395oo(Ð

and42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877'

Page 2

rsee Provìder's lndividual Appeal Request at Tab 3'
2 /d. at Tab 3, lssue l.
3ld.

5 ld. atTab 3, fssue 2-
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH E HUMAN SERVTCESt,"{( Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
15OB Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, MD 21207
470-786-267I
JUN I 5 20181

CERTIFIED MAIL

'West Virginia University Hospital
Amy J. Stephens
Director
Corporate Finance & Reimbursement

P.O. Box 8261
3040 University Avenue
Morgantown, WV 26505

j

RE: United Hospital Center
ProviderNo.5l-0006
FYE 12/31/2013
PRRB Case No.16-2474

Palmetto GBA c/o National Government Services

Laurie Polson
Appeals Lead
MP: INA 101-AF42
P.O Box 6474
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Dear Ms. Stephens and Ms. Polson,

The Provider Reimbursement Board (Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the

above-referenced appeal. The jurisdictional decision of the Board is set forth bêlow'

Backilround

united Hospital center is appealing the amount of Medicare Reimbursement as detelmined by

its Medicare Contractor in an Original Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR) datetl MaÌch

ti,zolø. The provider file<i a tirnely appeal from the NPR on September 12,2016. The Model

porm e- Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3, presented two issues: SSI Provider Specific and SSI

syri".ni" eno., issuei.'The P.ovider requesied that the SSI Systemic Errors Issue be transferrecl

,o u g.o.rp appeal, case no.l7-0567GC. The only remaining issue in the appeal is the SSI

Provider Speci fic issue.

Board's Decision

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue The

jurisdictional analysis for the issue has two relevant aspects to consider: 1) the Provider

äisagreeing with úow the Medicate Contraclor computed the SSl percentage that would be used

to dJtermine the DSH percentage, and 2) the Provider preserving its right to request realignment

of the ssl percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period.



The first aspect ofthe ssl Provider specific issue-the Provider disagreeing with how the

Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH

percentage-is duplicative of the systemic Enors issue that was transfelred to a group and is

ãismissed by the Board.r The DSH Payment/SSl Percentage (Provider Specific) issue concerns

l,whether the Medicare Administfative contractor used the correct supplemental Security

income percentage in the Disproportionate Share Hospital Calculation."2 The Provider's legal

basis foi the issue also asserts that "the Medicare Contractor did not determine Medicare DSH

reimbursement in accordance with the Statutory instructions at 42 U.S.C.
g 1395ww(dX5)(FXÐ."3 The Provider argues that "its SSI percentage published by [CMS] was

incorrectly computed . . . ." and it ". . . specifically disagrees with the MAC's calculation of the

computation of the DSH percentage ¡et forth aT 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) of the Secretary's

Regulations."a

The Provider's Systemic Enors issue is "[whether] the Secretary properly calculated the

Provider's Dispróportionate Share Hospital/Supplemental Security Income percentage."5 Thus,

the provider's disagreement with how the Medicare Contractor calculated the SSI percentage

that would be used for the DSH percentage is duplicative ofthe Systemic Erro¡s issue that has

hled directly into a group appeal.

Because the Systemic Errors issue was transferued to a group appeal, the Board hereby dismisses

this aspect ofthe SSI Provider Specific issue.

The second aspect ofthe SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider preserving its right to request

realignment ofthe SSI petcentage ftom the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period-is
dismissed by the Board for lack ofjurisdiction. Under 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(3), for
determining a Provider's DSH percentage, "if a hospital prefers úat CMS use its cost reporting

data instead of the Federal fiscal year, it must fumish to cMS, through its intermediary, a written

request . . .." Without this written request, the Medicare Contractor can¡ot issue a final

determination from which the Provider can be dissatisfied with for appealing purposes.

Page 2

Conclusion

The Board finds that it cloes not have jurisdiction over the sSI Provider specific issue and

dismisses the issue from this appeal. Because it was the last issue in the appeal, PRRB Case No.

16-247 4 is hereby closed a¡d removed from the Board's docket.

Review of this detemination may be available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)

and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877.

t See Provider Individual APpeal Request at Tab 3
2 ,/d at Tab 3, Issue I .
3ld.
4ld.
s ld. atTab 3,lssre2.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

,,."& Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 2f2O7
470-7A6-267 7

JUN 1 5 201&

CERTIFIED MAIL

Toyon Associates, Inc.
Lisa Ellis
Director - Client Services
1800 Sutter St., Suite 600

Concord, CA94520-2546

Federal Specialized Services
Edward Lau, Esq.

1701 S. Racine Avenue
Chicago, IL 60608-4058

Dignity Health
Karen Dizon-Villegas
251 South Lake Avenue
Suite 700
Pasadena, CA 91 101 :4842

Re: Remand from united states District court for the District of columbia in:

cHw FY 2009 Rural Floor Budget Neurrality Group. PRRB Case No. I I -061 oGC; and

Dignity Health 2010 Rural Floor Budget Neutrality Group, PRRB Case No. 12-0340GC

For: Bakersfield Memorial Hospital, Mercy Hospital, a¡d St. Bernadine Medical center

Dear Ms. Ellis, Ms. Dizon-Villegas, and Mr' Lau,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board" or "PRRB") has reviewed thc rccord in

light of the remand issued by the united states Dishict court for the District of columbìa in
pñRB Case Nos. 11-061OGC and 12-0340GC. In the Joint Motion to Remand, the Secretary

found that the Board erred in dismissing Bakersfield Memorial Hospital from case number l1-

061OGC and Bakersfielcl Memorial Hospital, Mercy Hospital, and st. Bemadine Medical center

in 12-0340GC. In accordance with the ruling, the Board hereby reopens case numbers 11-

061OGC and l2-0340GC and fìnds that it has jurisdiction over these Providers pursu anr ro 42

u.s.c. $ 1395oo(a) and 42 c.F.R. $$ 405.1835 -405.1840. The Board's decision with respect

to Expeàited Judicial Review for these Providers is set forth below'

I ssue under Appeal

This is a challenge to the Centers f'or Medicare & Medicaid Services' ("CMS's") application of

the statewide ,rãl flout butlget neutlality adjustment factor made to the federal fiscal year

(.FFY-) 2009 [and 2010] wage index used to determine inpatient prospective payment system

puy-"i, ro Mèdicare p¡ovidãrs. ,S¿e Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33, $

4a10@),42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww note.
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I Proviclers' Final Posilioll Paqet at2-3
2 |d. at 4-6.
I ld. ar1.

Factual Back$ound and Parties' Arguments

The Medicare statute requites the secretary of HHS to adjust prospective payment system

fpps'1 puy-"nts to a hãspital to reflect the hospital's labor-related costs relative to fhe national

àu..ug" iuUo. cost. To acc;unt for variances in local labor markets relalive to the national

uu"*ui.,the Secretary assigns hospitals located within a geographic region an area wage index

that aãjusts the base payment rate upward oI downward to lefleci avelage'Jr'âge levels in the

hospitãl's local laboirnarket relativè to the nationai average' The Secretary uses census-related

proxies to identiff local labor markets, which is necessarily ingxact. There are numerous

ixceptions and aájustments in order to account for the inexact use ofcensus areas as proxies' one

of which is the rural floor.l

The purpose of the rural floor is to raise the urban area wage indexes relative to the national

averàge'and thereby raise payments to urban hospitals. Congress required that the rural floor

have ã budget neutial effeót án aggregate Medicare payments nationwide. The Secretary's

inpatient pÞS final rule for FFY 2009 changed the way the Secretary appiied the budget

neutrality aspect ofthe rural floor adjustment. Instead of continuing to adjust the area wage

indexes ior áll hospitals nationwide, the Secretary proposed adjusting wage area indexes on a

State-specific levei. In response to concems about the methodology change, the Secretary

implemented a transition tó the change that would take place over three years using a blended

rural fìoor adiustment.2

The Providers argue that the State-specific rural floor budget adjustment is invalid for two

reasons. First; thã Secretary's decision exceeds her statutory authority because it is at odds with

Congressionai intent. Secondly, the State-specific method is an-arbitrary and capricious

"pp;;""; 
lacking substantial evidence in thè rulemaking record'3

BOARD'S DECISION

The regulation at 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 8a2(a) permits the Board to consider whether it lacks the

authority to decide a legal question televant to the matter at issue once it has made a finding that

it has jurisdictìon to conduct a hearing under the provisions of 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1840(a)and

405.I 837(a).

Provitìer's Conlentions

The Providers argue that the issue in these group appeals is suitable for EJR because the Board

has jurisdictìon o,rer the Providers and issue but does not have the authority to grant the relief

.o,-rght. th" Providers contend that the application of the within-state (oI state\¡/ide) rural floor

bncìiet neutrality arìjustment for FFY 2009 and 2010 is contrary to the Medicare statute and that
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cMS promulgated that regulation ifi violation of the Administrative Procedures Act.a

The providers have made thtee arguments against the within-state rural floor budget neutrality

adjustment. First, the Providers argue that the adjustment is invalid because it conflicts with the

language of $ aa10@) of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 and cong.ressional intent. Second, the

providé¡s contend that cMS' adoption of the rule did not comply with the procedural

requirements ofthe Admjnistrative Procedures Act. Third, the Providers claim that the rule is

arbi trary and capricious.)

According to the Providers, the within-state rural floor adjustment is contrary to statute because

it applies the rural floor adjustment to hospitals that it should not have. Section 4410(b) ofthe

Balanced Budget Act states that CMS is to apply the rural floor budget neutrality adjustment to

hospitals not described in $ 4410(a), which a¡e: urban hospitals with a wage index below the

.*ul floot and rural hospitals in the state where those urban hospitals are located. The Providers

argue that they fall into the $ 4410(a) and therefore should not have the within-state adjustment

applied to them.6

The providers next aïgue that the within-state RFBNA violated the Administrative Procedures

Act (ApA) because thè proposed rule did not adequately describe "the terms or substance ofthe
proposed rule or a description ofthe subjects and issues involved" pulsuant to 5 usc $'SS¡iUlt:). 

The proposed rule did not explain how it calculated the within state adjustment and

did not explain any altematives that were considered''

Finally, the Provide¡s contend that the rule is arbitrary and capricious because it leads to wide

rrariation. in the wage index in the s¿ìme area, which the Providers argue is "a result that

Congress does not favor."8

RFBNA Statutory and Regulatorv Backeround

The Mcdicare program was established under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, as amended

(..Act'), tn p.nuidã health insurance to eligible individuals. Title XVIII of the Act was codified

àt +Z Ú.S.C. Chapter 7, Subchapter XVIII. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

c.cMS'), fornerly known as the Health care Financing Administration ("FICFA"),e is the

àperating component of the Depafment of Health and Human Services C'DHHS') charged wìth

aàministering the Medicare plogram. CMS' payment and audit functions under the Medicare

program are óonhacted to organizations know as fiscal intermediaries ("FIs") and Medicare

ÀdÃini.ttuti,r" Contractors ("MACs"). FIs and MACs tleterrl.ine payment aurounts due the

provìdeis under Medicare law, regulation and interpretive guidelines published by cMS.r0

The operating costs of inpatient hospital services a¡e reimbursed by Medicare primarily thLrough

the påspective Payment System (PPS). The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that

aProvider's Response to EJR letter at 2
5ld at 9.
6ld. aT 9-10.
1 ld. ar l0-l1 .

8ld.aÍll.
e In 2001 , the agency name was changed from HCFA to CMS'
loS¿¿42U.S.C.$$ l395hand 1395Þ'k-1;42 CFR $$ 413'20,413 24
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a just reimbursement based on hospital-specific factor-s' This case involves the annual changes

,oih" PpS rates for hospital inpatient operating costs (IPPS) and the methodology for

determining those rates.

S_tadar¿i ze¿ amsu$

42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(2)(A) required the establishment of base-year cost data containing

allorvable ãperating costs per-disCharge ofinpatient hospital services for each hospital. The

base-year cost datawere used in the initial development of the standardized amounts for PPS and

they iere used in computing the Federal rates. The standardized amounts are based on per

disáharge averages from a base period and are updated in accordance r/vith 42 U S.C.

$ t 395ww(d). Jections 1395ww(d)(2Xc) and (d)(Z)(B)(ii) require that updated base-year per

åis"hu.ge 
"ort. 

¡" standardized in order to remove the cost data that effects certain sources of

variatioî in costs among hospitals. These include case mix, differences in area wage levels, cost

oili-'ri.rg adjustments fo-¡ alaska and Hawaii, indirect medical education costs, and payments to

dispropórtiõnate share hospitals.r2

Section 1395ww (dX3XE) of the Act requires the Secretary from time'to-time to estimate the

proportion oftne iróipit¿s' costs that are attributable to wages and wage-related costs. The

standardized amountls divided into labor-related and non-labor-related amounts; only the

portion considered the labor related amount is adjusted by the wage index' Section

i ¡SS**(¿X¡XE) requires fhat 62%o of the standardized amount be adjusted by the wage index

unt"r. aoi.rg ,à *onta r"r,rlt itr lower payments to a hospital than would otherwise be made r3

Brideç!X-qulralIy

Budget neutrality is determined by,comparing aggregate IPPS payments before and after making

"nuträ". 
that are required to be budget neutral (i.e., reclassifying and recalibrating diagnostic

."iui""a group, ("OnCs')). Outlier payments are also.included in the simulations. In FFYs 2007

an<1 pril, Cir4S stated that: [thc] budget neutrality adustment factors are applied to the

stanåardized amounts without ràmoving the effects ofthe [prior years'] budget neutrality

adjustments.la

Beginning in FFY 2009, one ofthe fiscal years curently under appeal, the secretary applied

Staìe level rural floor budget neutrality adjustments to the wage index. This method used a

tto""-y"u. ptture-in, transiTioning from the national budget neutrality adjustment 1o a State level

budget neuìrality adjustment. I;FFY 2009, hospitals received a blended wage index that is 20

perclent of the Siate-lpecìfic adjustment and 80 percent 
^of 

a national adjustment to the wage

index. In FFY 201o,ìhe blended rate was 50 percent ofa State level adjustment and 50 percent

of a national adjustment; and for FFY 201 1, the adjustment would be made using the State-

.f""iir" upptouåh e'ti."iy.t5 Congress preempted the Secretary's State-specific methodology in

tûe patienì protecrion and Affordãble Care Act of 2010 (PPACA), Pub. L No. 111-148. Section

ì I Se¿ 42 U.S.C. 5 l395ww(d)(5)
12 59 Fed. Reg.27433,277 65-27'166 (May 2'1,1994)
ìr 7 I Fed- Reg. 47870, 48146 (August I 8, 2006)'
t4 ld. at 48147.

's'14 ie,l. Reg. 43'.- 54,43825-21 (Aug.27 ' 2o19)t 75 Fed Reg 50042,50160(Aug l6' 2010)'
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3141 of PPACA restored a "uniform, national adjustment to the area wage index" for "all
discharges occurring on or after October 1,2010" (FFY 201 1).

The within-state method r,vas incorporated into the regulations aT 42 c.F.R. $ a12.6a@)(Ð (2009)

which.provides:

CMS makes an adjttstrnent to the wage i¡rdex to erlsure tlìat íìggrùgate

payrents afiel implernentation of the ruI'al floor under section '1410 of the

Balanced Budget Act of I 997 (Pub.L. 105-33 ) and the imputed tloor nnder'

paragraph (hX4) of'this section are equâl to the ¿ìggregate prospective

paynlents that would have been macle in the absence of such provísions.

Beginning October l, 2008, such adjustment u'ill transjtion fiom a nationr.vide

to a statewide adjustrlent, with a statewide adjustment firlly in place by
Octoberl,20l0.

The Medicare stattte at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.
g 405.1842(Ð(1), require the Board to grant expedited judicial review if it detemines that: (i) the

Board has jurisdiction to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board

lacks the authotity to decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue

because the legal question is a challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision of a statute,

or to the substantive or procedural validity ofa regulation or C\4S Ruling.

Analysis and Decision

B oard Findinq-&gßaryliug ¿lullkptlly

Pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 867, the Board must comply with Title XVIII of the Act and its

supporting regulations. The Providers contend that the application of the \¡/ithin-state (or

statewide) rural floor budget neutality adjustment for FFY 2009 and 2010 is contrary to the

Medicare statute and that CMS promulgated that regulation in violation of the Administrative
Procedures Act. The Board finds it lacks the authority to examine this legal question as it
pertains to the issue in these group appeals

Conclusion

Regarding EJR, the Board finds that:

1) based upon the Providers' assertion regarding the

invalidity ofthe within-state rural flool budget neutrality
adjustment, there are no fìndings of fact for resolution by
the Board;

2) it is bound by Title XVIII of the Social Security Act and

the regulations issued thereunder; and

3) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of
whelher the within-state RFBN adjustment is valid.
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the challenge to CMS' application of the statewide rural floor

budget neutrality adjustment factor for FFYs 2009 and 2010 properly falls within the provisions

of 42 U. S.C. $ 1395oo(f (1) a¡d hereby grants expedited judicial review for the issue and the '

subject years. The Providers have 60 days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the

appropriate action for judicial review.

PRRB Case Nos. 11-061OGC and 12-0340GC are hereby closed and ¡emoved from the Board's

docket.

Boa¡d Members ParticipêIing
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H.Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert Evarts, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD
/)

4mm(tr
Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405'7877

Schedules ofProvide¡s in case nos. I 1-061OGC and 12-0340GC

Noridian Healthcare Solutions
Lorraine Frewert
Appeals Coordinator - Jurisdiction E

P.O. Box 6782
Fargo, ND 58108-6782

Powers Pyles Sutte¡ & Verville, PC

1501 M Street, NW, ?th Floor
Washington, DC 20005



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

üil,r 5 2018

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balti
410-

more, MD 21207
786-267r.

RE: 1 8-0361 ;'13-317 4i 1 4-31 32GC;'14-3137GC

CERTIFIED MAIL

Ms. Kathleen Giberti
Director - Client Services
Toyon Associates, lnc.
1800 Sutter Street, Suite 600
Concord, CA 94520-2546

RE Petaluma Valley Hospital
Provider No.: 05-0136
FYE - 06/30/2008
PRRB Case No.: 18-0361 (and previously 13-3174)

SJHS FY 2008 Accuracy of CMS Developed SSI Ratio lssued 3/16/12 CIRP Group

Provider Nos.: Various
FYE - 06/30/2008
PRRB Case No.: 14-3132GC

SJHS FY 2008 DSH Medicare Dual Elig Part c Days in ssl Ratio lssued 3/16/12 clRP Group

Provider Nos.: Various
FYE - 06/30/2008
PRRB Case No.: 14-3137GC

Dear Ms. Giberti:

BACKGROUND/PERTINENT FACTS:

)ASE NIJMBER 18-0361 - Petaluma vattev Hospital. Provider No-: 05-0136. FYE - 06/30/2008'

By letter dated December 18,2017, Toyon Associates, lnc. ("Toyon") filed a Request for Hearing ¡n the
mãtter of petaluma Valley Hospital, Provider No.: 05-0136, FYE - 06/30/2008. By letter dated

December 20,2017, the Þrovider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") acknowledged receipt of the

appeal request and assigned case number 18-0361. The appeal is based on a Revrsed Notice of
piogram dated June 26,-2017. At Tab #3 of the Form A-lndividual Appeal Request, the Board notes that

the Þrovider identified two (2) issues in dispute: (1) Medicare Disproportionate Share Hosp¡tal ("DSH")
payments - lnclus¡on of Medicare Part C Days in the SSI Ratio and (2) Medicare Disproportionate Share

Hoipital ("DSH") Payments - Accuracy of cMS Developed ssl Ratio. The Form A stâted that the .

Provider is commonly owned or controlled by Providence St. Joseph Health.

ln the letter accompanying the Form A, Toyon stated that, "Other related providers either have or will

have appealed many ofthe same issues as set forth in ihis appeal. App¡opriate group appeal requests
will be filed for all common issues."

CASE NLTMBER 13-3174 - Petatuma Vallev Hospital. Prov¡der No.' 05-0136. FYE - 06/30/2008-

On August 30, 2013, Toyon had filed a Request for Hearing in the matter of Petaluma Valley Hospital,
providér No.: 05-01 36, fye - OçISOIZOOS. The Board acknowledged receipt of the appeal request and

assigned case number 13-3174. The appeal was based on a final determination, the Notice of Program

Reimbursement, dated March A, 2013
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By letter dated August 25, 2015, Toyon advised that it was withdrawing the remaining issue (lssue #5-

Mêdicare Setflement Date (lncluding Outlier Payments)) and had previously transferred lssue #3-

Medicare Disproportionate Share Hòspital (DSH) Payme^nts - Accuracy of CMS Developed SSI Ratio

lssr¡erl March 16,2012 to GIRP group case number ',l4-3132GC and lssue #2-Medicare
Disproportionate Share Payments - Dual Eligible Part C Days in the SSI Ratio to CIRP group case

number 14-3137GC.

Upon the withdrawal of lssue #5 and the transfer of lssues #1-4, Toyon advised that case number

ú-SlZ¿ could be closed. As a result, the Board closed case number 13-3174 on September 15' 2015.

CASE N:MBER 14-3132GC - SJHS FY 2OOB Accuracv of CMS Devetoped SSI Ratio tssued 3/16/12

CIRP Group:

By letter dated April 3, 2014, Toyon filed a Form B - Group Appeal Request to establish a Common

tsiue Related eãrty 1"ctne"¡ gróup. The Proposed Group Name was SJHS 2008 Accuracy of CM_S

Developed SSI Raiio lssued 3/16/2012 CIRP Group. The Board acknowledged receipt of the CIRP

group and assigned case number 14-3132GC

Aò noted above, Toyon filed a Form D on April 4,2014, transferring said issue from the appeal of
Petaluma Valley Hoôpital, CN: 13-3174, to the subject CIRP group'

cAsE NUMBER 14-3137GC - SJHS FY 2oO8 DSH Medicare Dual El¡q Part c Davs in ssl Rat¡o Issued

3/1 6/12 CIRP Group:

By letter dated April 3,2014, Toyon filed a Form B - Group Appeal Request to establish a Common

lsiue Related Party ('CIRP) group. The Proposed Group Name was SJHS FY 2008 DSH Medicare

Dual Eligible part ó Days in'SSl Èatio lssued 3/16/2012 CIRP Group. The Board acknowledged receipt

of the CIRP group and assigned case number 14-3137GC.

As noted above, Toyon filed a Form D on April 4,2014, transferring said issue from the appeal of
Petaluma Valley Hospital, CN: 1 3'-3174, to the subject CIRP group.

CONCLUSION/BOARD DETERMINATION:

pursuant to the Board's Rules, the Board will consolìdate all appeals from final determinations for the

same cost reporting period into the exist¡ng case number. ln addition, a Provider may not appeal an

issue from a iinal dêiermination in more than one appeal, (See Board Rules 4.5 and 6.2.)

Because the issues stated above were previously transferred (from case number 13-3174) and are

curren¡y being pursued by the subject Provider in CIRP group appeals, case numbers 14-3132GC and

14-31ZiGC, tñe request to continue to pursue the subject issues in the newly formed individual appeal,

case number 18-0361 , is hereby den¡ed. The same issue cannot be pending in multiple appeals for the

same provider for the same fisial year end. Therefore, the Board is ¡ncorporating the Prov¡der's appeal

of its Revised NpR dated June 261 2017 inlo the existing CIRP group appeals for the subject issues,

case numbers 14-3132GC and 14-3137GC

The Board notes that these were the only two (2) issues being disputed in case number 18-0361 Upon

the transfer of the subject issues to CIRP group case numbers 14-3132GC and 14-3137GC, there are

no further issues for the Board to adjudicate ìn the individual appeal, therefore, the Board hereby closes

case number 18-0361 .
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ptease note that when submitting the Schedule of Providers in CIRP group case numbers 14-3132GC

and l4-3137GC, you must list the multiple final determinalions in dispute for Petaluma Valley Hospital,
provider No.: 05-b136, FYE - 06/30/2008 and provide the supporting jurisdictional documents for each

final determination in dispute. (See Board Rules 20 and 21 .4.)

Board Members Participatinq: FOR THE BOARD:

t¿¿¿ Y/¿'*.-'Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Rob Evarts, Esq. Board Member

Lorraine Frewert
Appeals Coordinator - Jurisdiction E
Noridian Healthcare Solutions
P.O. Box 6782
Fargo, ND 58108-6782

W¡lson C. Leong, Esq-, CPA
Federal Specialized Serv¡ces
PRRB Appeals
1701 S. Racine Avenue
Chicago, lL 60608-4058
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1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Sulte 100

Certified Mail

Baltimore, MD 2I2O7
4to-7a6-2671

JUll 2 0 2018

Daniel J. Hettich, Esq.
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006 4706

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

1 3-071 6GC CHS 2009 DSH Medicare + Choice Days CIRP Group

Dear Mr. Hettich:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Provide¡s' June 15, 2018,

request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 18, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeal. The Board's determination is set forth below

Issue in Dispute

The issue in this appeal is:

[W]hether CMS unlawfully treats days for which Medicare Part A
did not make payment, namely Medicare Advantage days which
are paid under Medicare Parl C, as days for which patients are

entitled to benefits unde¡ Medicare Part A for purposes of
calculating the Medicare disproporlionate share ("DSH")
payment.l

Statutorv and Resulatorv Backsround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare _Act covers "inpatient hospital services." since 1983, the Medicare
program has paìd most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("Pns'1.2 under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àmounts peidis"harge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.o These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I Providers' EJR Request at l.
a See 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C F.R. Paí 412

a See 42 lJ.S.C. $ l395ww(dX5).
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Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its dispropofiionate patient percentage
("Dne";.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSFI, and iÎ also detemines the amount of the DSH paymenl to a qualifring
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions conside¡ whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXvi)(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefìts (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year whìch were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to beneJìts under part A of lhis subchapter . . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Servìces ('CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment.e

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvi)01), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist o1'patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approvcd undcr subchaptcr XiX [thc
Medicaid program], but who were not entítled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

5 See 42lJ.S.C.
6 See 42lJ.S.C.
7 See 42 tJ.S.C.
8 see 42 U.S.c.

I 395ww(dX5XFXiXl); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.1 06.

$ 1395\"w(dX5XF)(i)(l) and (dXsXFXv); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(cxl).

$ r 39sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
l395ww(dX5)(lXvi).

,42 C.F.R. $ 412. r06(bX2)-(3),
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.l0

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managçd care entities.
'Ihe managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
stattfe at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395rnm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals e¡rolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under parl A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretarylr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5XF)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1 3 95ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproporlionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Parl 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 198'1 , we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adj ustment].
However, as of December I,1987 , a field was included on the
Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].r2

At that time Medicare Parl A paid for IIMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A. 13

'o 42 C.F.R. g 412.106(bX4).
rìofHealth and ÈÌuman Services.
12 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990, 39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
tt Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,14 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Parl C
days in thê SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calcuiate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 20tJl-20tJ4.t 5

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004InpatienT Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary hâs elecied to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the beneficiary should not be included ín the

Medicare fractíon of the DSH patient percenlage. These patient
days should be included in the count of lotal patient days in the
Medicare fraction (the denomindtor), and the patient's ddys for the
M+C benelìciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

íncluded in the numeralor of \he Medícaidfraction . . . (emphasis
added)r6

The Secretary puportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ('FFY) 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fractioi of the DSH
calculation."lT ln response to a conrment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . lle do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include îhc days associated with M+C

ra The Medicare Pârt C pro$am did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codified as 42 U.S.C. g I394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment TÌansition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization under , . . [42 U.S.C. 1 395mm] shalì be considered
to be enrolled wjth that organization on January l, 1999, under pan C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1,1999 . . . -" This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medìcare Prescrìption Drug, [mprovement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII
ì569 Fed. Reg. 48,918,49,099 (Aug.
I668 Fed. Reg. 21,154,27,208 (May
17 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.

11,2004).
t9,2003).
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beneficiaríes in the Medicaidfractìon. Instead, we are
adoptíng a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . .. if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medrcare lïaction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.rs (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient dayq in the Medicare
fraction ofthe DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)(B) was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Augttst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary
noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the
FFY 2005 IPPS final mle. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1 ,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inl llína Healthcare Services v. Sebelì.us,2o
vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question ofwhether Medicare Part C patients are
"entitled to benefits under PaIt A," thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Pafi A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated PaÍ C patients as not entitled to benefits under Paft A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the term "entitled to benefits unde¡ Part A" to mean
covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed
coursc and announccd a policy change. This policy was to includc Pa¡t C days in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction a¡d exclude them from the Medicaid fraction effective October 1,2004.21

In Allina, the Court affi¡med the district court's decision "that the Secretary's fìnal rule was not a

logical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretaly has
not acquiesced to the decision, tJl'e 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part

t8 ld.

'e 
'12 F ed. Reg. 4'1 ,130, 47 ,384 (A\gust 22,200'Ì).

20 '746 F.3d I 102 (D.c. ûr.2014).
2ì 69 l'ed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Allino at 1109.
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A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ@) and (b)(2)(iii)(B). In this case, the Providers contend that all Part
C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C days

should be included in the numerator of the Mcdicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers
seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive validity ofthe 2004 rule that the Board lacks the
authority to grant. The Providers maintain that, since the Secretary has not acquiesced to the

decision in Allina, the Board remains bound by the regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specifìc legal question ¡elevant to the specif,rc matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Rulìng.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeal in this EJR request have filed appeals involving
fiscal year 2009.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospilal
Association v. Bowen.23 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repoú submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement.24

On August 21,2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.2s Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or afte¡ December 31, 2008, provìders who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requìrement \¡r'as litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell

,3 108 S. Ct, 1255(1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS-172?-R (in self-disallowing an item, tbe provider submìts a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Roard. The
Medicare Conrractor's NPR would not include any disalìowance for the item. The provider effectiveìy self-
disallowed the item.).
2a Bethesda qt I258-59.
25 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
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(Banner).26 ln Banner,the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.

The District Court concluded thal, under Bethesda, lhe 2008 self-disallowance regulation could
not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the
Medicare Conhactor could not address.2T

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
simila¡ administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 3 1, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable.by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21,2008, the

Board only hasjurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
conÍactor specifically revised within the revised NPR.28 The Board notes that the sole
participant appealing from a revised NPR in this EJR request was issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board concludes that it lacks jurisdiction over the following Provider:

Parlicipant #63: McKenzie Williamette Medical Center (38-0020)

McKenzie Williamette Medical Center appealed a revised NPR that did not revise the matter at

issue as required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b). Therefore, the Board
hereby dismisses this Provider from the appeal. Since jurisdiction over a provider is a
prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the Board hereby denies McKenzie Williamette
Medical Center's request for EJR. See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842(a).

The Board has determinecl lhat remairring participants involved with the instant EJR request have
had Parl C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI
fraction, or properly protested the appealed issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their
respective appeals. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount
in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal2e and the appeals were timely
filed. The estimated amount in contl'oversy ìs subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor
for the actual frnal amount in each case.

2ó 201 F. Supp- 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016)
11 Banner al 142.

'?E 
See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008).

2e See 42 C.F.R. S 405.1837.
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Board's Anaivsis Regardine the Appealed Issue

The group appeal in this EJR request invo.lves the fiscal year 2009, thus the appealed cost

reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's FFY 2005

IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this regulation
in Allina for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to that vacatur arìd, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur

is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally Grant Med. Ctr.
y. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,17-82 (D.D.D. 2016), appealfiled,No. 16-5314 (D.C. Cir., Oct
31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the oniy circuit to date that has vacated the regulation
and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the

D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. See 42U.5.C. $ l395oo(f)(1). Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for puqposes

of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Reearding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the
participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the

Board except as otherwise noted above;

2) based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. S 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bXzXiii)(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the remaining Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Providers

have 60 days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. Since this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes this case.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
4ro-786-267t

JUN 2 0 2018

Certilied Mail

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
3 15 Beverly Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1925

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

14-4037G
15-019sG
15-2876G
15-2885G

Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2009 FIMO Part C Days Group
Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2010 HMO Parl C Days Group
Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2011 HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction Group II
Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2011 HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction Group II

Dear Mr. Blumberg:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Provider's request for
expedited judicial review (EJR) received June 8, 2018, for the above-referenced appeals. The
Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispufe

The issue in these appeals is:

Whether Medicare Advantage Days ("Par1 C Days") should be
removed from the disproportìonate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision of the United States Courl of
Appeals l-or the District of Columbia in I llina Llealth Services v.

Sebelius,746F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).'

Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital servìces." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

I Providers' EJR request at I
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prospective payment system c'PPS).'z under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

amounts peidischarge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a numbet ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specitrc DSH adjustmenl, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.)

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproporlionate patient pelcgntage

("DPP').6 As a proxy for utìlization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.t The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are refened to as the "Medica¡e/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefrts under part 4."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entilled to

benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under parl A of This subchapter. . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospitaì's

DSH payment adj ustment.q
The statute, 42rJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, deflnes the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a pelcentage), the numerator of which is

the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

2 See 421-).5.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C F.R Paft412.
1ld.
a See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(s).
5 See 42 tJ.s.C. $ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(i)(t); 42 c F R 0 412.106
6 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2 c.F.R. $ al2 l06(c)(1)'
1 See 42rJ.s.C. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C F.R. $ 412.106(d).
8 5'e¿ 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(dX5XFXvi).
e 42 c.F.R. g 4 r 2.. r o6(bx2)-(3).
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assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX lthe
Medicaid programl, but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number ofthe hospital's patìent days for such period. (emphasis

added)

The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days of service for
which patlents were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the totaì number of paiient days in the same period.r0

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

sfaltrte aI 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals erxolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B ofthis subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries ernolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

refered to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryrr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(FXvi) of the Acf [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not abie to iSolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included olr the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
ad justmentl.r2

,o 42 C.F.R. S 4I2. t 06(bX4).
I I of Èlealth and Human Services.
r2 55 Fed. Reg, 35,990, 39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
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At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A-ll

Vlith the creation of Medicare Part C in 199'1 ,ta Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Pafi C were no longer entitled to have payment made l'or their
care under Paú A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.ts

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (.'IPPS') proposed rules were published in
the Fede¡al Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
benefrciary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the
Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patienr's days þr the
M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . (emphasis
added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY) 2005 IPPS
lìnal rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fractìon of the DSH
calculation."lT ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . lüe do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

enlilled to benefits under Medicare Part A" We agree with

t3 ld-
la The Medicare Part C program didnotbegin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR2015,
codified as 42 U.S.C. S 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Trânsition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicare] on December 3 I I 998, with an eligible organization under . . [42 U.S.C. I 395mm] shaÌl be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTit¡e Xvlll . . if that organization as a

contract under that part fol providing services on January l, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), erìacted on Decenrber 8, 2003, r€pÌaced the Medicarej'Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
prograrn under Part C of Title XVIIL
1569 Fed. Reg. 48,918,49,099 (Aug. ll,200a).
1668 Fed. Reg. 2'1,1 54, 27,208 (May 19, 2003).
ì7 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as finul our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days dssociated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medìcaidfractíon. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.ls (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Pafi C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)(B) was included in the
August 1 1, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Attgttst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.le In that publication the Secretary
noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and amounced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the
FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Parl C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1,2004.

The U. S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llína Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,zo
vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assert that EJR is appropriate because the Secretary has not acquiesced to the
decision in Allina. As a result, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C clays be included in the Part
A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effective as set foÍh in 42

C.F.I{. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(l)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). The Providers point out that they have nlet the

timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is appropriate
since the Board ìs bound by the regulation.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), The

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

t8 Id.
te '72 Fed. R3g. 47,130, 47 ,384 (A\tgusL 22,2007).
?o 746 F.3d, ll02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
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conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Detemination

The participants in this EJR request have frled appeals involving fiscal years 2009 through 2011.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost reporl periods ending prior
to December 31,2008 the parlicipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SsiÆart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Courl's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.2l In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repon submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity of a regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement.22

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.23 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specifìc items had to do so by following the procedures for frling a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(Banner).24 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.

The District Courl concluded thar., vnder Bethesda, The 2008 self-disallowance regulation could
not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulatìon ol other policy that the
Medicare Contractor could not address.2s

The Secretary did not appeal tlre decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS- I 727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations lol cost reporl periods ending on or after December 31, 2008 and which began

before January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board detetmines that the specific item

,r 108 S. Ct. 1255 ( t988). S¿e also CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the ¡tem to the Board. The

Medicare Contracto¡'s NPR would not ìncJude any disallo'wance for the itern. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
22 Bethesda at I258-59.
21 73 Fed- Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
2a 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016)
25 Banner al 142.
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under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor

and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider

on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants ìnvolved with the instant EJR request have had Pafi

C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or

self-disallowed the issue such that the Board has jwisdiction to hear their respective appeals. In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in conüoversy

"*"""d, 
$50,ò00, as required for a group appeal26 and the appeals were timely filed. Thà

estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare conhactor for the

actual final amor¡nt in each case.

Board's Analysis Reearding the ABpeaþd-[sËue

The appeals in this EJR request involve the 2009 through 201 1 cost reporting periods, thus the

appealed cost reporling periods fall squarely witlin the time frame applicable to the Sectetary's

FFY 2005 IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this

regulation in Allina for t},le time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not

formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how
the vacatur is being implemerÍed (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nalionwide) See generally

Gran¡ Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.D. 2016), appeal filed,No.16'5374
(D.C. Cir., Oct 31, 2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circùit to date that has vacated

the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring
suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. S¿¿ 42U.S.C-

$ 1395oo(f)(1). Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the

regulation for purposes of this EJR request'

Board's Decision Reearding the EJR Request

The Board Iìnds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and that the

Providers are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) based upon the parlicipants' assedions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
lor resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867);and

26 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.I 837
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4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42
C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iii)(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue a¡d the subject years. The Providers have 60
days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Since
there are no other issues under dispute in these cases, the cases are hereby closed.

Board Members Participatin$.

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FORTHEBOARD

(.ffi#".!hP

Enclosures:42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f.¡, Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Certified Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (w/Schedules ofProviders)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reìmbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 1OO
Balt¡more, MD 2L2O7
470-746-267L

JUN 2 J 2018

Certified Mail

Daniel J. Hettich, Esq.
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006 4706

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

14-0494GC CHS 2011 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group
14-0495GC CHS 20i 1 DSH Medicaid Fraction Pafi C Days Group

Dear Mr. Hettich:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June 8, 2018
requests for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June I 1, 2018) for the above-referenced
appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether CMS unlawfully treats days for which Medicare Part A
did not make payment, namely Medicare Advantage days which
are paid under Medicare Part C, as days for which patients are

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A for purposes of
calculating the Medicare disproportionate share ("DSH")
payment.l

Statutory and Requlatory Backqround: Medicare DSH Payment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital ser-vices." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital seruices under the
prospective payment system ("PnS'1 ' Unde¡ PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Providers' EJR Request at L
2 See 42lJ.5.C. $ l395wv(dxl)-(5);42 C.F.R.Part 4l2.
I Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specifìc DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signiflcantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualiry for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

fDfe'1.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifring
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those lwo
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction' Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXvÐ(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were enlìtled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . ' ' '
(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospitaì's
DSH payment adjustment.e

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXII), defìnes the Medicaid fiaction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for suoh perio<l whioh
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entilled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

4 See 42IJ.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42tJ.s.c. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R' $ 412 106
6 See 42tJ.S.C. gg l395ww(d)(s)(FXiXì) and (d)(5XF)(v); 42 C.F R. $ a12.106(c)(l).
7 See42U.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)(5XF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 C F.R $412.106(d)-
I See 42tJ.S.C. $ l395ww(tl)(s)(F)(vi).
e 42 C.F.R. $ 4 r 2. r 06(bx2)-(3).
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number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis
added)

The Medicare contractor deTermines the number of the hospital's patient days ofse¡vice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, a¡d divides that
number by lhe total number ot patient days in the same period.r0

Medicare Advantaee Pro gram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenalce organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
stat:.rie at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 arc
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryl I stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefìts under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987 , \rye were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, we¡e unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that we¡e associated with
Metlir:are patients. Thelefore, silee that lirnc we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage lof the DSH
adjustment].12

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Pafi A.13

ro 42 C.F.R. 0 412.106(bX4).
rr of Health and Human Services.
12 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990,39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t3 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare PartC in 1997,t4 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Paú C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2O01-2004.15

No further guidance regarding the treatment ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered unde¡ Part A
. . . . once a beneJìcìary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
awibutable tu rhe beneficiary should not be included in the
Medícare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patíent
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medicare fractÌ.on (the denomínator), and the patìent's days for the
M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator o.1f the Medicaidfraction . . . (emphasis
added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY) 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."l? In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. .. Ile do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,
entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adopting as final our proposal slated in the May 19, 2003

. proposed rule to include the days dssocidted with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are

I4 The Medicare Pafi C program did not begin operating until January 1 , 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codifed as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligibJe organization under. . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, I 999, under part C of Title XVIII . . if that organization as a
contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as
Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, rep¡aced the Medicare+Choice program \¡,/ith the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
1569 Fed. Reg. 48,918,49,099 (Aug. 11,2004).
ì668 Fed. Rcg. 27,154,27,2O8 (May 19,2003).
17 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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adopting a policy to include the patienr days for M+C
beneficíaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations ât $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days
associated with M*C benefìcia¡ies in the Medicare tiaction
of the DSH calculation.rs (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2)(B) was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Atgust22,2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary
noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technìcal corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the
FFY 2005 IPPS final ¡ule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Coufi for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o
vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Requests for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are
"entitled to benefits under Part 4," thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerato¡ or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Pat C patients as not entitled to benefits under Pafi A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the telm "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean
covered or paid by Medicare Pat A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed
course and announced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and exclude them fi'orn the Medicaid fractio¡ effective October 1,2004.21

In Allína, the Court affirmed the district court's decision "that the Secretary's final rule was not a
logical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretary has
not acquiesced to the decision, ¡}Le 2004 regulalion requiring Part C days be included in the Part
A-ISSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set foÍh in 42
C.F.R. g$ 412.106(b)(2)(1)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B). In these cases, the Providers contend that all

te 72 Fed.Reg. 47,130, 47,384 (August 22,2007).
20 746 F.3d, I 102 (D.C. Ctr.2014).
2r 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Allinq ar llo9.
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Part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Paft C

days should be included in the numerator ofthe Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the

Providers seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive validity of the 2004 rule that the Board

lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that, since the Secretary has not acquiesced

to the decision in Allina,the Board remains bound by the regulation' Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and the regulations at 42 C F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue beca¡se the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal year 201 1.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior
to December 31,2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medica¡e reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pusuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.23 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount ofreimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa reguìation be submitted first
to th¿ Medicare Contractor where the conhactor is without the power to award reimbursement.24

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.25 Among the new
regulatìons implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(l)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
{isallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report undcr
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospilal v. Burwell
(Banner).26 In Banner, the provider filed its cost repor1 in accordance with the applicable outlier
legulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked julisdiction over the issue.

23 IOB S. Ct. 1255(1988). See qlso CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R (in self-disaìlowing an item, the provider submits a

cost repoñ that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the jtem and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Contmctor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed lhe ¡tem.).
2a Bethesda at 1258-59.
¿5 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 302a0 (May 23,2008).

'?6 
201 F, Supp. 3d l3l(D,D.C.2016)
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The District Court concluded lhat, tnder Bethesda, rhe 2008 self-disallowance regulation could
not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the
Medicare Contractor could not address.2T

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in B anner and decided to apply the holding to ceftain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Ãpril23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008 and which began

before January 1,2016, Unde¡ this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item
under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor
and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider
on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specifrc item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR request have had Part
C days excluded f¡om the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or
properly protested the appealed issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their respective
appeals. In addition, the parlicipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in
controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal2s and the appeals were timely filed.
The estimated amount in conÍoversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contracto¡ for
the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Regardine the ABpealgf!-lEEue

The group appeals in this EJR request involves the fiscal year 2011, thus the appealed cost
reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's FFY 2005
IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this regulation
in Allina for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur

is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally Grant Med. Ctr.
v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d68,77-82 (D.D.D. 2016), appealfiled,No. 16-5314 (D.C. Cir., Oct
31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Ci¡cuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation
and, if thc Board wcrc to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the
D.C. Ci¡cuit or the circuit within which they are located. Se¿ 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(l). Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request. 2e

21 Banner at 142.
28 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 837.
2e On June 1i,2018, Wisconsin Physicians Service ("WPS") filed an objection to the EJR requests. In its filing,
WPS argues that the Board should deny the EJR request because the Board has the authority to decide the issue

under appeal since it js not bound by the Secrehry's regulation that the federal district coutl vacated in Allina. The
Board's explanation of its authorìty regard¡ng this issue addresses the arguments set out in WPS' challenge.
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Board's Decision Resardins thè EJR Request

The Board finds that:

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)
Schedules of Providers

1) it hasjurisdiction over the matter fôr the subject year and that the

participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the

Board;

#,k:rP

2) based upon the palticipants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

c.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2Xiii)(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F'R. $$ 412'106(bX2)(iXB)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1 395oo(Ð( 1) and herebv

grants the Providers' request for EJR fo¡ the issue and the subject year. The Providers have 60

days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes these cases.

Board Members Parr icipalli¡&

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H.Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

cc: Byron Lamprecht, WPS (Certified Mail Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (w/Schedules of Providers)
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JUN 2l 2018

Certiîied Mail

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
3 15 Beverly Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1925

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

t5-3227G
ts-3261G
16-1357G
16-1358G

Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2012 HMO Part C Days - Medicare Fraction Group

Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2012 HMO Part C Days - Medicaid Fraction Group

Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2008 HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction Group Ii
Blumberg Ribner Independent Hospitals 2008 HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction Group II

Dear Mr. Blumberg:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Provider's request for
expedited judicial review (EJR) received June 8, 2018, for the above-referenced appeals. The
Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

Whether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproporlionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustrnent") Medicare Fraction and addcd to thc Mcdicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision of the United States Cou¡t of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in l/lina Health Services v.

Sebelius, 7 46 F.3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).'

Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
prog¡am has paid most hospitals for tlle operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

I Provicìers' EJR request at i
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prospective payment system c'PPS').'? Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
'u-o.m,. p"i¿i."tt.g", subjeòt to certain payment adjustments'3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Sècretary to provide increased PPS payrnents to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(,,OfÉ1.u As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

tiospital.T The DpP is âefined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fracìions a¡e referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction' Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/sSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefiîs under part A of tllis subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benef,tts (excluding any State

' supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entîtled to benefits under part A of this subchapter ' ' ' '
(emphasis added)

The Medicare/ssI fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.e
The siatute, 42.U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(lXvi)(ll), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

2 See 42 tJ.S.c. $ l395ww(d)(Ì)-(5);42 C.F R Part4l2'
x Id.
4 See 42V-5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)-
s See 42tJ.S.c. $ l39sww(d)(5XF)(i)(l); a2 C.F R. $ 412 106'
6 See 42rJ.s.C. S$ l:ss**(¿Xsxr)(i)(l) and (d)(5)(F)(v);42 c F R' $ a12'106(c)(l)'
1See42tJ.s.C. $$ l395ww(dX5XFXiv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42cF'R $ 412 106(d)'
8 S¿e 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
e 42 c.F.R. S 412.106(bx2>(3).
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assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A ofthis subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number ofpatient days in the same period.r0

Medicare Advantaqe Proqram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

statute at 42 U .5.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B ofthis subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs þrior to 1999 are

refer¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryll stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
dispropodionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1, 1 987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in FIMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this numbe¡ into the calculation [of the DSH adj ustnient].
However, as of December 1, 1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
adj ustmentl . 

r2

ro 42 C.F.R. S 412.r06(bx4).
ìr ofllealth and Ilumatr Services.

''? 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990, 39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
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At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
PaÉ A.l3

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,ta Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Pa¡t C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 20Ol-2004.ts

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Paft C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ('IPPS) proposed n¡les were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join a¡ M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits a¡e no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patíent days
attributable to the beneficiary should not be íncluded in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patíent days in the

Medicare fraction (the denorninator), and the patient's days for the
M+C benefrciary who is also eligible for Medicaíd would be
included in the numeralor of the Medicaidfraction . . - (emphasis
added)r6

The Secretary purporledly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated \ /ith [PaÍ C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."lT In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . IØe do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to beneJits under Medicare Part A. We agree with

t3 ld.
14 The Medicare Part C proglam did not begin op€rating until January |, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

coclifed as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who ìs enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3 I 1998, with an eligjble organization under . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled wjth that organization on January 1 , 1999, under paÍ C of Title XVlll . . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medica¡e P¡escrìption Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
1569 Fed. Reg.48,918,49,099 (Aug. 11,2004).
I6ó8 I-ed. Reg. 2'1,154,27,2o8 (May 19,2003).

'' 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099,
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the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation' Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May l9' 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid Jraction lnstead, we are

adopting a policy 1o include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fractíon . . ' ' ifthe beneficiary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. rüe are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.rs (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

f¡action ofthe DSH calculation.

Although rhe change in policy regafding 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XB) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulato^ry language was published until
Ãtltst22,,2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the

FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare

fraction as of October 1, 2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assett that EJR is appropriate because the Secretary has not acquiesced to the

decision in Atlîna. As a result, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part

A/SSI fraction and removed from the Metlicaitl fractiott reurains in effective as set fordr in 42

c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2xi)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B). The Providers point out that they have met the

timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is appropriate

since the Board is bound by the regulation

Decision of the Board

Pursuant ro 42ll.S.c. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

tB Id
te 72 Fed. Id:eg. 41,130,47,384 (Attgrst22,2007).
20 746 F.3d I102 (D.C. Cir.2014)
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conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
chailenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validitv of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Ju¡isdictional Determination

The participant in this EJR request have filed an appeal involving fiscal years 2008 and 2012

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior

to Dècember 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the ssl/Part c issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the supreme court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital

Association v. Bowen.2t In that case, the Supreme Couf concluded that a cost report submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming

dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to thè Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the powet to award reimburs emerrt'22

On August 27,z()O1,new regulations goveming the Board were effective'23 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedúres for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell

lBanner).2a ln Banner,the provider fìled its cost report in accordance with the applicable outlier

regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provicler's

request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction ove¡ the issue.

Thè District Court concluded fhat, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance regulation could

not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the

Medicare Contractor could not address.25

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in ßanner and decided to apply the holding to cefiain

similar administfative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented '

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor

deteminations for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008 and which began

before January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item

?rl08S.Cr. 1255(1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board The

Medicåre Contractoi's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
22 Bethesda at I258-59.
21 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008)

':a 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.201ó)
25 Banner aI 142.
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undel appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor

and left it with no authority o¡ discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider

on appeal, the prorest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 83 5(a)(i )(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR request have had Part

c days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or

self-disallowed the issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their respective appeals. In

addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy

eiceeds $50,Ó00, as required for a group appea126 and the appeals were timely filed. The

estirnated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the

actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Regardine the Appgaled IÊluq

The appeal in this EJR request involve the 2008 and 2012 cost reporting periods, thus the

appealed cost repofing periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

FÈY 2005 IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this

regulation inlllina for the fime period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not

formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how

the vacatur is being impiemenfed (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally
Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D'D.D' 2016), appealfiled'No.16-5314
(D.C. Cir., Oct 31, 2016). Moreover, the D.c. circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated

the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring

suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. S¿¿ 42 U.S.C.

$ 1395oo(f)(1). Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the

regulation for purposes oflhis EJR request.

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

l) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and that the

Providers are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C'F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulalion (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

26 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 837
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4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 4i2.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(fl(1) and hereby

grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Providers have 60

days from the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Since

there are no other issues under dispute in these cases, the cases are hereby closed.

Board Members Particip alin&

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

.%úrtfuf
Roard Member

Enclosures: 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f), Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Certified Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal SpÞcialized Services (w/Schedules ofProviders)
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Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
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JUN 2 r 2018CERTIFIEDMAIL

Houston Methodist Hospital System
Nan Chi
Director - Budget & Compliance
8100 Greenbriar G8240

-Houston, 
TX77054

Novitas Solutions, Inc.
Mounir Kamal
Director JH, Provider Audit & Reimbursement
Union Trust Building
501 Grant Street, Suite 600
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

RE: Houston Methodist Hospital Sugar Land
Provider No.: 45-0820
FYE: 12/31/10
PRRB Case No.: 15-1667

Dear Ms. Chi and Mr. Kamal.

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (the Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional briefs of
the parties in the above-referenced appeal. The Board's jurisdictional decision is set forth below.

Backqround

The Provider submitted a request for hearing on March 2. 2015, based on a Notice of Program
Reimbursement ('NPR') dated September 3,2074. The hearing request included seven issues:

1. Issue I - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment/Supplemental Security Income
Percentage (Provider Specific)l

2. Issue 2 - Disproportionate Share Hospital PaymenlSupplemental Security Income
Percentage (Provider Specific)

3. Issue 3 - Disproportionate Share Hospital ("DSH")/Supplemental Security Income
("SSI") (Systemic Errors)

4. Issue 4 - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment - Medicaid Eligible Days
5. Issue 5 - Disproporlionate Share Hospital Payment Medicare Managed Care Part C

Days2
6. Issue 6 - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment - Dual Eligible Days (Exhausted Parl

A Benef,it Days, Medicare Secondary Payor Days, and No-Pay Part A Days)
7. Issue 7 Whether Capital DSH was calculated correctly

The Provider subsequently submitted requests dated October 16,2015 to transfer the following
jssues to group appeals:

I The Provider identifies SSI Ratio realignment to the Provider's cost reporting year as a sub-issue oflssue l
2 Issue 5 consists of two parts - exclusion ofthe days from the Medicare fraction and incìusjon ofthe days in fhe
Medicaid fiaction.
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Issue 3 to PRRB Case No. l5-29l7GC- QRS Houston Methodist 2010 DSFI SSI

Percentage (Systemic Errors) CIRP Group

Issue 5 (Medicare Fraction) to PRRB CN 15-2920GC - QRS Houston Methodist 2010

DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Group

Issue 5 (Medicaid Fraction) to PRRB Case No. I 5-2921GC - QRS Houston Methodist
2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Crroup

Tssue 6 to PRRB CN 15-2918GC - QRS Houston Methodist 2010 DSH SSI Fraction
Dual Eligible Days CIRP Group and PRRB CN 15-2919GC - QRS Houston Metltodist
2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Dual Eligible Days CIRP Group

The Medica¡e Contractor submitted a jurisdictional challenge on Issues #1,2, and 4 on March
29,2018. The Provider submitted a responsive briefon 4pri125,2018.

Medicare Contractorts Position

Issue I and Issue 2 - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment/Supplemental SecuriÍy lncome

P ercentage (Províder Spe cific)

The Medicare Conhactor explains that in Issues 1 and 2, the Provider contends that the Medicare
Contractor used the incorrect SSI percentage in processing its DSH payment' In Issue 3 the

Provider contends that the Secretary improperly calculated its SSI percentage. The Provider is
making the same atgument, as the Medicare Contractor is required to use the SSI Ratio provided
by CMS. Essentially, the Provider contends that the SSI ratio applied to its cost report 

"¡r'as
incorrect; the SSI ratio is the underlying dispute in both Issue l and Issue 3. The Provider
transferred Issue 3 to PRRB Case Bo.15-2917GC. Under Board Rules, the Provider is baued
from filing a duplicate SSI percentage issue. Therefore, the PRRB. should find that the SSI

percentage is one issue for appeal purposes and that Issues 1 and 2 should be dismissed

consistent with recent judsdictional decisions 3

Issue 1 includes the Provider's subsidiary appeal over SSI realignment. The Medicare Contractor
contends that the decision to realign a hospital's SSI percentage with its frscal year end is a

hospital election. It is not a final intermediary determination. A hospitaì must make a formal
request to CMS in o¡der to receive a realigned SSI percentage. Once the hospital elects to use its
own fiscal year end, it is bound by that decision, regardless of reimbursement impact.a

The Medicare Contractor argues that the Provider's appeal is plematuÏe. The Provider has not
formally requested to have its SSI percentage realigned in accordance with 42 C.F.R.

$412.106(bX3). The Provider has not exhâusted all available remedies prior to requesting a

PRRB appeal to resolve this issue. The Medicare Contractor requests that the PRRB dismiss this
issue consistent with recent jurisdictional decisions.)

3 Medicare Corìtractor's jurisdictional challenge at 1-2.
a Medicare Contractor's.jurisdiction al chalìenge at 2.
5 Medicare Contractor's jurisdictional challenge at 2.

a

a

a
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Issue 4 - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment - Medicaìd Eligible Days

The Medicare Contractor explains that the Provider cites adjustments 22,23 , and 24 as the

source of its dissatisfaction. The Medicare Contractor contends that these adjustments do not

render a final determination over the disputed days. The Provider fails to show how the disputed

days were claimed on the cost report (or presented) and then disallowed by the Medicare

Contractor. In the instant case, the Medicaid eligible days increased from the as filed to revised

cost report. Logically, because they were not claimed by the Provider, the Medicare Contractor

did qq! render a final determination over them'6

The Medicare Contractor argues that the Provider did not file its cost report under plotest.

Therefore, the Provider did not preserve its right to claim dissatisfaction for this issue as a self-

disallowed item in accordance with 42 c.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii). under the 2008 regulation,

the Medicare Contractor contends that that the Board lacks jurisdiction over the disputed days

because they were neithe¡ claimed nor self-disallowed. In 2008, CMS amended 42 C'F'R. $

405.1 81 i (a)(1) and 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)( 1) to require, as a condition to filing a valid appeal,

the provider to have either claimed a¡ item or included that item as a protested amount when

filing its cost report.T

Provider's Position

Issue I and Issue 2 Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment/Supplemental Security Income

P ercentage (Provider Specific)

The Provider contends that each ofthe appealed SSI issues ale separate and distinct issues, and

that the Board should findjurisdiction over this case. Board Rule 8.1 states that "Some issues

may have multiple components. To comply with the regularity requirement to specifically
identifu the items in dispute, each contested component must be appealed as a separate issue and

described as narrowly as possible..." Appeal issues #l and #2 represent different components of
the SSI issue, which was specifìcally adjusted during the audit. Since these specihc appeal issues

represent different aspects/components of the SSI issue, the Provider contends the Board should

find jurisdiction over both the SSI Systemic and SSI Provider Specific/Realignment issues.s

The Provider contends that the SSI Systemic issue is not duplicative of the SSI Provider Specific
issue. The Provider is not addressing the errors which result from CMS' impr<lper data matchilrg
proccss but is addressing the various er¡ors of omission and commission that do not fit into the

"systemic errors" category. In Baystate,e the Board also considered whether, independent of
these systemic errors, whether Baystate's SSI fractions were understated due to the number of
days included in the SSI ratio. The Provider has analyzed Medicare Part A records and has been

able to identiff patients believed tô be entitled to both Medicare Part A and SSI. The Provider
has reason to believe that the SSI percentage determined by CMS is incorrect due to the
unclerstated days in the SSI ratio. Therefore, the Board should find jurisdiction over the SSI

6 Medicare Contractor's jurisdictional challenge at 3-5.
7 Medicare Contractor's jurisdictional challenge at 8.
E Provider's responsive b¡ief al l.
e See Baystate Medical Center v. Leqvitt, 545 F. Supp. 2d 20 (D.D C. 2008).
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Provider Specific issue in the appeal.ro

Accordingly, this is an appealable item because the Medicare ConÍactor specifically adjusted the
Provider's SSI percentage and the Provider is dissatisfied with the amount ofDSH payments that
it received for fiscal year 2010, as a result of its understated SSI percentage due to er¡ors of
omission and commission. The Provider has specifically identified patients believed to be

entitled to both Medicare Part A and SSI who were not included in the SSI percentíle
determined by CMS, due to effors that are or may be specitic to the Provider, but in any case, are

not the systemic er¡ors that have been previously identified in the Baystate litigation.l I

Issue 4 - Disproportionate Share Hospital Payment - Medicaid Elìgible Days

The Provider contends that in this case, thete was in fact an adjustrnont to the Provider's DSH
and Medicaid Eligible Days with Audit Adjustment Numbers 23 and 24, and such an adjustment
was enough to warrant Board jurisdiction over this appeal issue. However, the Provider contends

that the adjustment is not required, as DSH is not an item that has to be adjusted or claimed on a
cost report. Accordingly, the presentment requirement is not valid. The Provider contends that
the Board does have jurisdiction pursuant to Board Rule 7.2(B) and under the provisions of42
U.S.C. $ 13 95oo(a)(1)(B). The issuance of a Notice of Program Reimbursement and timely
appeal properly triggers the Board's jurisdiction over this Provider.l2

In its Final Position Paper dated Ma¡ch 29, 2018, the P¡ovider described a practical impediment
that precluded the identifìcation of all additional Medicaid Eligible Days at the time of cost
report filing. The most common circumstance in which the State of Texas Medicaid agency is
unable to vedfy Medicaid eligible days involves the retroactive eligibility situation. An
individual's eligibility for Medicaid commences on the date of his/her application to the
program, assuming that individual meets the eligibility qualifications for Medicaid at the time of
application submission. However, there is frequently considerable lag time between the date on
which an individual submits his,/her application for Medicaid, and the date on which that
individual is determined to be eligible for the program. This lag time typically involves several
months, and in some cases, several yeals. In this circumstance, the State of Texas Medicaid
agency will not have the data to verift an individual's eligibility for Medicaid as ofthe date of
the Provider's filing of its Medicare cost report. It is beyond the Provider's ability to determine
just why patient days or any particular patient day could not be matched by the State as eligible
at one point in time (in this case, by the date of the cost report filing), but subsequently is
matched as eligible by the State.r3

Board's Decision

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1835 - 405.1 840 (2008), a provider has
a right to a hearing before the Board with respect to costs claimed on a timely filed cost report if
it is dissatisfied with the final determination of the intermediary, the amount in controversy is

r0 Provider's responsive brjef at 2.
rl Provider's responsive brief at 2.
r2 Provider's responsive b¡ief at 3.
r3 Provider's Final Position Paper at 4-5
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$10,000 or more (or $50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing is filed within 180 days

of the date of receipt of the final determination. The jurisdictional issue presented here is

whether or not this hospital has preserved its right to claim dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare payment. "A provider. . . has a right to a Board hearing . . . only if- (1) the provider
has preserved its right to claim dissatisfaction.. ...by..... [i]ncluding a claim fo¡ specific item(s) on
its cost repoÍ. . . or. . . selÊdisallowing the specific item(s) by. . ...filing a cost report under
protest.....la

Issue I and Issue 2 - Disproporríonate Share Hospital Payment/Supplemental Securíty Income
P e rcentage (Provi der Spe c ifi c)

The staff finds that Board Rule 4.5 states that a Provider may not appeal an issue from a final
determination in mo¡e than one appeal. The Board has considered the DSH SSI Percentage -
Provide¡ Specific and DSH SSI Percentage - Systemic Errors issues to be the same issue as both
are based on SSI data. As such, the issue cannot be in two cases at the same time. Therefore, the
Board should find that it does not have jurisdiction over Issue I and Issue 2 - DSH SSI
Percentage - Provider Specifrc, and dismiss them from the appeal, as they are the same issue that
the Provider is appealing in PRRB Case No. l5-2917GC - QRS Houston Methodist 2010 DSH
SSI Percentage (Systemic Errors) CIRP Group.

Whereas the Provider states that SSI Ratio Realignment is a sub-issue of Issue 1, the Board
should find that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Ratio Realignment issue in the appeal
because there is no final determination f¡om which the Provider is appealing, and dismiss it from
the appeal. Under 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX3) a hospital can, if it prefers, use its cost reporting
period data instead of the federal fiscal year data in determining the DSH Medicare fraction. The
decision to use its own cost reporting period is the hospital's alone, which then must submit a

written request to the Medicare Conftactor. Without this request it is not possible for the
Medicare Contractor to have issued a final determination from which the Provider could appeal.
Furthermore, even ifa Provider had requested a realignment from the federal fiscal year to its
cost reporting year, 42 C.F.R. $ 412. 106(bX3) makes clear that the Provider must use the data
from its cost reporting year; there is no appeai right that stems from a realignment request.

Issue 4 - Disproportionate Share Hospilal Payment - Medicaid Eligible Days

The first step in the analysis involves thc appcal's filing datc and cost rcporting period. On
March2,2015, the Board received Houston Methodist's Request for Hearìng concerning its FYE
1213/2010 cost reporting period, thus mandates set out in Ruling CMS-I727-R apply to Houston
Methodist's instant appeal.

Second, the Board must determine whether the appealed item "was subject to a regulation or
other payment policy that bound the [Medicare] contractor and left it with no authority or
discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider.rs

1442 C.F.R. $ 405.183s(a).
r5cMS-1727-R at umumbered page 6.
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Under Sections 1815(a) and 1833(e) of the Social Security Act, no Medicare payments are made

to a provider unless the provider has fumished information requested by the Secretary so that the

Secretary may determine the amount of payment due. With respect to a hospital's Medicare DSH
payment * comprised of the Medicare and Medicaid fractions, part of the Secretary's regulations

mandate that a DSH-eligible hospital has the burden of fumishing data adequate to prove

eligibility for each Medicaid patient day and of verifoing with the State that a patient was eligible

fo¡ Medicaid during each claimed patient hospital day.'o

In the instant appeal, Houston Methodist argues that it was unable to include all of its Medicaid

eligible days on its cost reþort because the documentation to veriff all of the days was not

available at the time that Houston Methodist was required to submit its information. The stated

most common circumstance in which the State of Texas Medicaid agency is unable to veriff
Medicaid eligible days involves the retroactive eligibility situation. The Provider states the lag

time between the date on which an individual submits his/her application for Medicaid, and the

date on which that individual is determined to be eligible for the program causes claims delays.

This lag time typically involves several months, and in some cases, several years' In this
circumstance, the State of Texas Medicaid agency will not have the data to ve.rifu an individual's
eligibility for Medicaid as of the date of the Provider's filing of its Medicare cost report. It is

beyond the Provider's ability to determine just why patient days or any particular patient day

could not be matched by the State as eligible at one point in time (in this case, by the date ofthe
cost report filing), but subsequently is matched as eligible by the State.rT

As the perlinent DSH regulations instruct that a provider is required to furnish Medicaid patient

verification information to the Medicare contractor, and because the time frame within which a
hospital must file its cost report is also set by regulation, the Board finds that Houston
Methodist's Medicaid eligible day issue "was subject to a regulation oI othel payment policy that

bound the [Medicare] contractor and left it with no authority or discretion to make payment in
the manner sought by the provider." In other words, Houston Methodist's issue meets the

requirements of the second step in CMS-1727-R.

The third, fourth and fifth steps in CMS-1727-R's analysis involves the Board's assessment of
whether a provider's appeal has met the jurisdictional requirements set out in the applicable

regulation.ls As Houston Methodist's appeal was timely filed and Houston Methodist estimates

that its amount in controversy is over $10,000, the first two Board' jurisdictional requirements

fuave bee¡ r¡et. Ìy'ith respect to the "dissatisfaction" rcquircmcnt, CMS -1727-R scts out three

different scenarios - in steps three, fotlr ancl fìve - for the Roard to consider.

The Board looks to step three if it is reviewing an appealed item which was, in fact, within the

payment authority or discretion of the Medicare contractor, i.e. an "allowable" item. In the

instant appeal, Houston Methodist's Medicaid eligible days were not within the payment

authority or discretion ofthe Medicare contractor because Houston Methodist had not verified
the days at the time that it filed its cost report, as explained above.

tó42 C.F.R. $ 4l2.l06OX4XijÐ (2010).
I? Provider's Final Position Paper at 4-5.
r842 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a) (2010).
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The Board looks to step four if it is reviewing an appealed item that was deemed "non-

allowable." under the Board's jurisdictional regulation, a provider rvho seeks payment that it
believes is not in accordance with Medicare policy, i.e., a non-allowable item, must self-disallow

the item by frling its cost report under protest. However, under cMs-1727-R, if the Board finds

that the appealed item was subject to a regulation or othel payment policy that bound the

Medicare contractor and left it with no authority or disc¡etion to make payment in the manner

sought by the provider on appeal, then the Board shall not apply the self-disallowance
jurisdictional regulation. In the instant appeal, under the analysis for cMS-1727-R's step two,

Houston Methodist's appealed Medicaid eligible days appear to be subject to a regulation that

bound the Medica¡e contractor such that it had no discretion or authority to make payment as

sought by Houston Methodist. Therefore, under the terms of GMS-1727-R, the Board "shall not

apply the self-disallowance jurisdiction regulation" to Houston Methodist's Medicaid eligible

days issue when considering whpther the issue meets the "dissatisfaction" jurisdictional

requirement of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a).

Under CMS-1727-R's fifth step, the Board may still consider the circumstances surrounding a

provider,s self-disallowance claim. In the instant appeal, hovr'evef, Houston Methodist did not

self-disallow its Medicaid eligible days issue, thus this step is not applicable to this appeal.

Despite the fact that Houston Methodist did not claim or protest its appealed Medicaid eligible

days, based on the five-step analysis set out in CMS-I727-R, the Board concludes tllat to the

extent that Houston Methodist's Medicaid eligible days under appeal were not able to be verified
prior to the cost report filing date, the Board has jurisdiction under CMS-1727-R. without the

actual listing ofdays being requested, the Board cannot verifr that each and every day was

verified after the cost report was submitted, but to the extent that they wele, the Provider was

bar¡ed from claiming those days on the as-filed cost report fo¡ payment. It is the responsibility of
both Houston Methodist and the Medicare contractor, based on information privy to those two
parties, to ascertain the Medicaid eligible days that are subject to the Board's jurisdiction.

This case is scheduled for a live hea¡ing on July 12,2018. Review ofthis determination is

available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $ $ 405.1 875 and

405.1877 upon final disposition ofthe appeal.

Board Members Pa¡ticipatins:
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Grcgory H. Zicgler, CP,/\, CPC-^
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FORTHEBOARD

Jvút fP
Board Member

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES,&
CERTIFIED MAIL

Provider Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
4r0-786-267 t

JUN 21 2OIB
Corinna Goron, President
Healthcare Reimbursement Services, Inc.
c/o Appeals Depârtment
17101 Preston Road, Suite 220
Dallas, TX 75248 1372

RE: HRS 2012 DSH SSI Percentage Group II, CN 17-1885G

Specilìcally:
Marin General Hospital, 05-0360, FYE 12/31/2012, CN 17-0595

Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, 05-0245,FyB 6/3012012, CN 18-1i72

Dear Ms. Goron:

The Piovider Reimbursement Review Board (the Board) has begun a review ofthe above-captioned

group and the related individual appeals. We note that each ofthe Providers listed above appealed

from aNotice ofProgram Reimbursement (NPR) for a 2012 cost reporting period. TheNPRswere
issued to include tbe most recent SSI percentage that was recalculated by the Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid Services (.'CMS') (posr2Ol1 Final Rule with new data matching). The Board's
jurisdictional determination is set forth beloìv:

Boa¡d Determination:

Although the Medicare Contractor only challenged the Board's jurisdiction over the SSI Provider

Specific issue (to which HRS submitted a responsive jurisdictional brief) in case number 17-0595,

the Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue for either of
the above-referenced Providers.

One of the issues in case numbers I 7-0595 and I 8- l 172 is the Disproportionate Share Hospítal
(DSH) Payment/Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Percentage (Provider Specific) issue. Each of
the Providers also appealed bhe Disproportionate share Hospital (DSH) Payment/Supplemenlal

Security Income (SSI) Percentage (Provider Specifc) issue directly, or transferred the issue, into the

optional group, case number I 7- 1 885G.

The Providers are appealing two components ofthe SSI Percentage: l) the Provider disagreeing with
how the Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH

percentage, and 2) the Provider preseruing its right to request realignment of the SSI percentage from

the federal fiscal year to its cosf reporting period.

With regard to the fìrst aspect of the issue-the Provider disagreeing with how the Medicare

Contrâctor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH percentage-the
Board finds it is duplicative ofthe Systemic Errors issue that was dirêctly added to l7-1885G and

this aspect is hereby dismissed by the Board.r

' Other than its assenion that the SSI Provider Specific issue is separate and distinct, the Representative has not

provided any documentation or details to distinguish the issue fiom the Systemic SSI issue already pending in the

gfoup.
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With regard to the second aspect ofthe SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider preserving its right
to request realignment ofthe SSI percentage from the federal fiscal year to its cost reporting period-
the Board finds it lacks jurisdiction and dismisses this aspect ofthe issue. Under 42 C.F.R. $

4l2.106(bX3), for determining a Provider's DSH percentage, "[i]f a hospital prefers that CMS use its

cost reporting data instead of the Federal fiscal year, it must fumish to CMS, through its
intermediary, a written request . . . ." Without this written request, the Medicare Contractor cannot

issue a final determination from which the Provider can be dissâtisfied '"vith for appeaìing purposes.

Since there are other issues pending in both individual appeals, the cases will remain open.

Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395o0(f) and

42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 aîd 405.7877 upon final disposition of the cases on the merits.

Board Members:
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Board Member

Enclosure: 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and 405.1877

cc: Lorraine Frewert, Noridian Healthcare Solutions (J-E)
Mounir Kamal, Novitas Solutions, Inc. (J-H)
Wilson C. Leong, Esq., CPA, Federal Specialized Services

FORTHEBOARD z¡7 \

&,ft/,.Ml*^



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICESt-""& Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Þr¡ve, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 21207
4to-7a6-2671

JUN 2 2 ?0r8

CERTIFIED MAIL

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.

David L. Cohan
150 North Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

Wisconsin Physician Service
Byron Lamprecht
Cost Report Appeals
2525 N 117th Avenue
Suire 200
Omaha, NE 68164

RE: Ch¡istian Hospital Northeast
Provider No. 26-0180
FYE 12131/2010
PRRB Case No.15-1120

Dear Mr. Cohan and Mr. Lamprecht,

The Provider Reimbursement Board (Board) has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the

above-referenced appeal. The jurisdictional decision of the Board is set forth below.

Backqround

Christian Hospital Norlheast is appealing the amount of Medicare Reimbursement as determined

by its Medicare contractor in an original Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR) dated

September 9,2014. The Provider filed a timely appeal from the NPR on March 6,2015' The

Model Form A- Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3, presented two issues: ssl Provider sþecific
and Medicaid eligible days. The Provider later requested to withdraw the Medicaid Eligible
Days issue. on March 9,2015, the Provider requested to directly add the SSI Systemic Errors

issue to case no. 1 5-0646GC. The only remaining issue in the appeal is the SSI Provider Specific

issue. The Medicare Contractor has challenged jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue.

Medicare Contractor's Position

The Medicare Contractor argues that the Board does not have jurisdiction over the SSi Provider

Specific issue because the Provider only wants to change its election of the fiscal year end for the

SSI percentage of the DSH computatior'ì. The Medicare Contractor asserls that the realignment

portion ofthe Provider's issue should be dismissed because there has been no final determination

over the realignment and the appeal is premature as the Provider has not exhausted all available

remedies.
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Provider's Positio4:

The Provider contends that Medicare Contractor is incorrect when arguing that the DSH/SSI

realignment issue is nôt dn appealable issue.l The P¡ovider states that the Provider is addressing

not Ãly a realignment of thé SSI percentage but also addressing various er¡ors of omission and

commission thæ do not fit into the "systemic errors" category. Thus, the Provider argues that this

is an appealable item because the Medicare Contractor specifically adjusted the Provider's SSI

p"r."rtåg. and the Provider is dissatisfied with the amount of DSH qayments that it received for

irscal yeãr end C'FYE ) as a result of its unde¡stated SSI percentage'2

Further, the Provider asserts that in Norîheast Hospital Corporation v. Sebelius, the Centers for

Medicare and Medicaìd Services C'CMS) abandoned the CMS Administrator's December 1,

200g âecision. 657 F .3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 201 1). The decision here that was aba¡doned was that the

SSI ratio cannot be revised based upon updated data after it has been calculated by CMS. Thus,

the P¡ovider reasons that the Provider can submit data to prove its SSI percentage was

understated.2 However, the Provider mentions that, to this point, the Provider has been unable to

submit such data because CMS has not released the Medicare Part A or Medicare Provider

Analysis and Review c,MEDPAR') data-FIHS/HCFA/OIS, 09-07-009, published in the

Fedeial Register on August 18,2000-in support ofthe SSI percentage.3

The Provider contends that CMS has just now started releasing the MEDPAR data, but the
provider has not yet received its MEDPAR data and has been unable to reconcile its records with

that of CMS. The Provider argues that it is unable to specifically identify patients believed to be

entitled both to Medicare Parl A and ssl who were not included in the SSI percentage

determined by cMS based on the Federal FYE (September 30) when it determined the
provider's SSI percentage. The Provider states that though the Provider may choose to request

realignment, this still will not correct these errors of omission and commission that are

undeistating the Provider's SSI percentage. Therefore, the Provider requests that the Board finds

that it has jirisdiction over the óSFI/SSI. "pro rrider specific" and realignment sub-issues.a

Board's Decision

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specífic issue. The

jurisdictional analysis for the issue has two relevant aspects to consider: i) the Provider

ãisagreeing with how the Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that \¡r'ould be used

to determine the DSH percentage, and 2) the Provider preserving its right to rcqucst realignment

of the SSI percentage from the federal fìscal year to its cost reporling period'

The first aspect of the SSI Provider Specific issue-the Provider disagreeing with how the

Medicare Contractor computed the SSI percentage that would be used to determine the DSH

percentage-is duplicative of the Systemic Er¡ors issue that was transfered to a group and is

rsee Provider's Ju sdictjonal Response at I
2 ld
:r,/d (citing 65 Fed. Reg. 50, 548 (2000)).
4 ld.
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dismissed by the Board.s The DSH Payment/SSl Percentage Provider Specifìc issue concerns

"whether the Medicare Administrative Contraclor used the conect Supplementaì Security

Income percentage in the Disproportionate Share Hospital calculation."ó The Provider's legal

basis foi Issue No. I also asserts that "the Medica¡e Contractor did not determine Medicare DSH

reimbursement in accordance wilh the Statutory instructions at 42 U'S.C.

$ 1395ww(dX5)(FXi)."7 The Provider argues that "its SSI percentage published by [CMS] was

incorrectly computed . . . ." and it ". . . specifically disagrees with the MAC's calculation of the

computarion of tl.re DSH percentage set forth at 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) of the Secretary's

Regulations."8

The P¡ovider's Systemic Errors issue is "[whether] the Secretary properly calculated the

Provider's Disproportionate share Hospital/Supplemental security Income percentage." Thus,

the Provider's disagreement with how the Medica¡e Contractor calculated the SSI percentage

that would be used for the DSH percerfage is duplicative ofthe Systemic Errors issue that has

filed directly into a group appeal.

Because the systemic Er¡ors issue was directly added to a group appeal, the Board hereby

dismisses this aspect ofthê SSI Provider Specific issue.

The second aspect ofthe issue-the Provider preserving its right to request realignment of the

ssl percentage from the federal fìscal year to its cost reporting period-is dismissed by the

Board fo¡ lack ofjurisdiction. IJnder 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX3), for determining a Provider's

DSH percentage, "if a hospital prefers that CMS use its cost reporting data instead ofthe Federal

fiscal year, it must fumish to CMS, through its intermediary, a written request . . .." Without this

written request, the Medicare Contractor caruiot issue a final determination from which the

Provider can be dissatisfied with for appealing purposes.

Conclusion

The Board finds that it does noi have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific issue in case no.

15-1720 and dismisses the issue f¡om the appeal. As this was the last issue in the appeal, PRRB

Case No. 15-1720 is hereby closed and removed from the Board's docket

Review of this determinarion may be available under the provisions of 42 u.s.c. $ 1395oo(f
and 42 C.F.R. ()$ 405.1875 and 405.1817.

Board Members Pa¡ticìpati¡Ë
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Robert Evarts, Esq.

5 Se¿ Provider's Individual Appeal Request at Tab 3.
6 /d. at Tab 3, lssue I

I td.

FOR T]-]E BOARD

4;m!*ttl,,^
Board Member
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Enclosures: 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R' $$ 405.1875 and405.1811

cc: Wìlson Leong' FSS



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suìte 100
Baltimore, MD 2t2O7
470-786-267t

JUN 2 5 2018

RE:

CERTIFIED MAIL
Community Health Systems, lnc.
Nathan Summar
Vice President Revenue Management
4000 Meridian Boulevard
Franklin, TN 37067

Supplemental Determination Denying Requests to Transfer to Group
Lehigh Regional Medical Center, 10-0107,1213112009, CN l7-2218
Dallas Regional Medical Center, 45-0688, l2l3llZ009, 17 -2288

Dear Mr. Summar:

On June 22,2018, the Provider Reimbursement Review Board (the Board) issued ajurisdictional
determinâtion which included the above-captioned individual appeals. The Board's determination found that it
did not have jurisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific and SSI Ratio (Systemic errors) issues appealed from
the RNPRs because the specific issues were not adjusted as part oftheRNPRs. Additionally, the Board found
that the Providers had received a realigned SSI percentage as they had requested so there was nothing with
which the Providers could be dissatisfìed.

Because the Board does not have j urisdiction over the SSI Provider Specific and SSI Ratio (Systemic
errors/Baystate) issues appealed from the RNPRs, it also denies the subject Providers' requests to transfer the
SSI Percentage issues as lollows:

From Case No.
l7-2218
t7 -2288

To Group
13-2319GC
13-23t9GC

These transfer denials were omitted fron the Jtne22,20l8 determination. Please adjust your records

accordingly. The individual appeals are hereby closed as there are no remaining issues.

Review of this determination is available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$
405. 1875 and 405.1817 .

Board Members Participatine:
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Rohert A. Evarts, Esq.

Fo¡ the Board

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f and 42 C.F.R.5$ 405.1875 and 1877

cc: James Ravindran, Quality Reimbursement Services (CERTIFIED MAIL)
Byron Lamprecht, Wisconsin Physicians Service
Wilson C. Leong, Esq., CPA, Federal Specialized Services

#n(



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Certified Mail

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 21207
4t0-7a6-2677

JUN ¿ 8 2'0IS

Maureen O'Brien Griffin, Esq.
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman
500 Nofih Mcridian Street
Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination
13-1505GC Premier Health Pa¡tners 2008 Medicare/Medicaid Medicare Advantage Days CIRP
13-2093GC Mcl-aren Health Care 2008 Medicare/Medicaid Medicare Advantage Days CIRP
l3-2623GC Community Healthcare System 2008 Medicare/Medicaid Part C Days CIRP
14-0737GC Good Shepherd Health System 2008 DSH Medicare/Medicaid PaÍ C Days CIRP
14-0866cC WakeMed 2008 Medicare/l\4edicaid Part C Days CIRP
17 -1239G Hall Render 2007 DSH Medicare/Medicaid Medicare Part C Days Group

Dear Ms. Griffin:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June 19, 201 8

requestforexpeditedjudicialreview(EJR)(receivedJune20,2018).rTheBoard's
determinalion is set fofih below.

Issue

The issue for which EJR has been requested is:

The improper inclusion by the [Medicare Contractor] and the
Cente¡s for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) of inpatient
days attributable to Medica¡e Advantage patients in the numerator
and [denominator] of the Medicare Proxy when calculating the
disproportionate share hospital (DSH) eligibility and payments.2

Statutory and Regulatorv Backeround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act cove¡s "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("PPS").3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subj ect to certain payment adjustments.a

I Although the EJR request \¡,/as received June 20,2018, the exhibits attached to the request were incorect. The
Representative prepared correction letters and resubmifted the cofrected exhibits to the Board on June 21, 2018.
2 EJR Request at 2.
3 See 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5) i 42 C.F.R. Part 412.
o Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serue a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualifu for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Dnt'1.t As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualif ing
hospital.s The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.e Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl"l0 fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under parl A.."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were enrirled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

(emphasis added)

Thç Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by CMS, and the Medicare contractors use

CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's DSFI payment adjustment.rl

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(If , dehnes the Medicaid fractioÀ as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days lbr such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for ¡ledicaì
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of this subchcpter, and the denominator of which is the total

s See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5).
6 See 42tJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(dXsXF)(i)(D; a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
1See42tJ.S.c. $$ l39sww(d)(5xF)(i)(I) and (dXsXF)(v); a2 c F.R $ a12.106(cxl).
I See42tJ.S.C. g$ l395ww(d)(5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 CF.R. $ 412 106(d)
e See 42 tJ.5.C. g l39sww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
r0 "SSl" staDds for "SuppleureDtal Secutity Income."
|¡ 42 C.F.R. $ 4 r 2.106(bx2)-(3).
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number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis
added)

The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides tlat
number by the totat number of patient days in the same period.l2

Medicare Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under pafi A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B ofthis subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior fo 1999 are
refened to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, lgg} Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
'þatients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987 , we we¡e not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1981 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider AnaÌysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSI/Mediçare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].la

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.l5

ì2 42 C.F.R. S 412.¡06(bX4).
ìr of Health and Human Services
r4 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990, 39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made fo¡ their
ca¡e under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.17

No fuither guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (.'IPPS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable ro the beneficiary should not be încluded ín the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentdge. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the
Medicare fiaction (the denominator), and the patíent's days for the
M+C benefrciary who is also elígible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . (emphasis
added)r8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction ofthe DSFI
calculation."re ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medícare beneficiaríes elect
Medicare Part C coverage, They are stíll, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fiaction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adopting as Jinal our proposal slated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneJìciaries in the Medicaid fractîon. Instead, we are

i6The Medicare Part C program didnotbegin operating until January l,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,
codified as 42 U.S.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization undet . .142 U.S.C. l395mml shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C of Tide XVIIL . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program Ìvith the new M€dicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVlll.
f?69 Fed. Reg. 48,91 8, 49,099 (Au g. 11" 2004).
r868 F"d. lleg.27,154,'27,208 (May 19,2003).
ìn 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficìaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calcu.lation.20 (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)(B) was included in the
August 1 1, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.2r In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and armounced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the
FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in l//ina Healthcare Servíces v. Sebelius,22

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. However, as the Providels point out, the Secretary has not
acquiesced or taken action to implement the decision23 and the decision is not binding in actions
by other hospitals.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers assert that that the Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation is improperly
understated due to the Secretary's eroneous inclusion of inpatient days attributable to Medicare
Advantage patients in both the numerator and the denominator of the of the Medicare fraction.
The failure to include such days in the Medicaid fraction also understated that fraction. The
Providers point out that the authority upon which CMS relied to collect Medicare Advantage
days information is the DSH regulation at 42 C.F.R. S 412.106, which includes Medicare
Advantage days in the description of the days included in the Medicare fractìon. However, the

enabling statute for this regulation,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(t), makes no mention of the
incìusion of Medicaid Advantage days in the Medicare fraction, only traditional Part A days.

The Providers contend that Medicare Advantage beneficiaries are not entitled to benefits under

Part A, but instead are entitled to benefits under Part C. As a resuìt, the Providers are

challenging the validity of the regulation to the extent that 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106 contradicts the

enabling statule at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(f .'?4

20 Id.
2' '72 Fed. Reg. 4'7,130, 47,384 (A\9.22,200'l).
22'746 F.3d I t 02 (D.c. cir.2014).
2r EJR Request at 8.
24 I cl. atz.
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In challenging the validity ofthe regulation, the Providers assert that the regulation was adopted

in violation of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA). They contend that the Secretary

violated the APA when she deprived the public the opportunity to comment on the regulation.

This position was upheld in the decisions in both Allina I and Allina IL25

The Provide¡s argue that any Medicare Advantage days that are also dual eligible days cannot be

counted in the Medicare ratio for the same reasons as set forth above. Primarily, they believe,

the regulation requiring inclusion of dual eligible days in the Medicare ratio is invalid and the

days must be counted in numerator of the Medicaid fraction. This allegedly improper treatment

resulted in the under payment to Providers as DSH eligible providers ofservices to indigent
patients, and includes any other related adverse impact to DHS payments, such as capital DSH

payments.26

Vy'ith respect to EJR, the Providers believe that the Board has jurisdiction over the matter at issue

a¡d lacks the legal authority to decide the legal question presented. The Providers posit that the

Board is not able to address the legal question of whether CMS correctly followed the statutory

mandates for rulemaking set forth in the APA and the statute and is bound by Secretary's actions.

The Providers do not believe that the Board has the authority to implement the effect of Allina I
and Allina II decisions until the Secretary instructions it to do so.27

Decision of the Board

Board's Authoritv

Under the Medicare statute codified at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1S42(Ð(1) (2016), the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the

Board has jurisdiction to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks

the authority to decide a specific legal question relevant to the specifìc matter at issue because the

legal question is a challenge either to the constitutionality of a provision of a statute or to the

substantive or procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Requtglggnts

The Board's analysis begins with the question of whether it has jurisdiction to conduct a hearing

on the specific matter at issue for each of the providers requesting EJR. Pursuant to the pertinent

regulations governing Board jurisdiction, a provider has a right to a hearing before the Board
with respect to costs claimed on a timely filed cost repofi if it is dissatisfied with the fìnal

" ld.
26 ld.
21 ld. at 'l
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determination of the Medicare contractor, the amount in contuoversy is $10,000 or more for an
individual appeal or $50,000 or more for a group, and the request for hearing was timely filed.28

All of the participants in Case Nos. 13-1505GC, 13-2623GC,14-0737cC and 14-0866GC filed
appeals of their original notices of program reimbursement ("NPRs") in which the Medicare
contractor settled cost reporting periods ending from 613012008 through 12/3112008. The
participants in Case No. 13-2093GC haw a9/30/2008 cost period, but the group includes one
paficipant that appealed from a revised NPR. The participants in Case No. 17 -1239G all
appealed cost repofiing periods ending in2007. Five of the nine participants in this group
appealed from revised NPRs.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
,prior to December 3 1, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasónin g set ouÍ in Bethesda Hospi.tal
Association v. Bowen.2e l¡ that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repofi submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement aliowed by the regulations. Further, no statute
or regulation expressly marìdated that a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement.3o

OnAugust2l,200s,newregulationsgovemingtheBoardwereeffective.3rAmongthenew
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost repof periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(Banner).32 In Banner, the provider filed its cost repoÍ in accordance with the applicable outlier
regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The provider's
request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue.
The District Couf concluded That, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance regulation could

28 The r egulations goveming Board jurisdiction begin at 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 835. These regulations are essentially the
same for the years covered by the appeals involved with the instant EJR request except for the sub-clause regarding
timely filing. For appeals filed prior to August 21, 2008, a hearing request js considered timely if it is filed within
180 days of the date the notice of the Medicare contractor's d€termjnation \¡',as mailed to the provider, 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1841(a) (2007). For appeals filed on or after August 2l , 2008, a hearing request is considered timely if it is
ñled within 180 days ofthe date ofreceipt ofthe final determinalion. 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a) (2008).

'e 108S.Ct. 1255(1988). See also CMS Ruìing CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost repoft that compues with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectiveÌy self-
disaìlowed the item.).
)o Bethesda ar t 2 58-59.
3r 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23, 2008).
r'z201 F. Supp. Sd l3l (D.D.C.2016)
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not te applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy that the
Medicare Conúactor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in -Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31,2008 and which began before
January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or pa)'rnent policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no autlìority or discretion to make payment in tle manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. g a05. 1835(a)( l)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing .

the rnatter under protest.

For any parlicipant that files an appeâl from a revised NPR issued after August 21,2008,The
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that tlte Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.3a The Board notes that the participants
appealing from revised NPRs in this EJR request were all issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board concludes that it lacks jurisdiction over the following Provider in Case No. I 3-
2093GC:

Participant #1-- McLaren Flint

Mclaren Flint timely filed directly into the group from a May 15, 2014 revised NPR. The
Provider referenced audit adjustment #5 which was an adjustment to include additional Medicaid
days to be included in the DSH calculation. Since the adjustment appealed did not adjust
Medicare Parl'C days, as required forjurisdiction over the appeal, the Board finds that it lacks
jurisdiction over this participant in the group and hereby dismisses Mclaren Flint from the
appeal. Since jurisdiction over a provider is a prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the
Board hereby denies Mclaren Flint's request for EJR. See 42 C.F .R. $ 405.1 8a2(a).

The Board has determined that remaining parlicipants involved with the instant EJR request have
had Part C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific acljustment to the SSI
fraction, or properly protested the appealed issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their
respective appeals. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount
ìn controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal35 and the appeals were timely
filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalcuìation by the Medicare conffactor
for the actual final amount in each case.

11 Bqnner at 142.
ra See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008).
35 Se¿ 42 C,F.R. S 405.1837.
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Board's Anal:¡sis Regardinq Its Authoritv to Consider the Appealed Issue

The Providers witlin this EJR request filed appeals cost reporting periods in 2007 and 2008, thus
the cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame that covers the Secretary's final
rule being challenged.36 In addition, the Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated the
regulation in Allina for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not
formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how
the vacatu is being implemented (e.g., orúy circuit-wide versus nationwide) . See generally
Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204F. Supp.3d68,77-82 (D.D.D.2016),appealfiled,No. 16-5314
(D.C. Cir., Oct 31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated
the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring
suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. S¿¿ 42 U.S.C.
$ 1395oo(f)(1). In addition, within its July25,2017 decision in Allina Health Services v. Price,
the D.C. Circuit Court agreed \¡¿ith the Board's determination to grant EJR for the identical issue
involved in the instant EJR request.3T

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

l) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and the providers
in these appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board except as

otherwise noted above;

2) based upon the provide¡s' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact
fo¡ resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medica¡e law and regulation (42
C.F.R. $ 405.1867):and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42
C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2Xiii)(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board fìnds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
ancl (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f(1) and hereby

16 As stated in the FY 2014 IPPS Final Rule, the Secretary "proposed to readopt the policy of counting the days of
patients enrolled in MA plans in the Medicare íÌaction of the DPP[,]" thus "sought public comments fiom interested
pârties . . ." following publication ofthe FY 2014 IPPS Proposed Rule, 78 Fed. Reg.27 578 (May 10, 201 3).
Ultimately, the Secretary finalized this DSFI policy for FFY 2014 and subsequent years on August 19, 2013, in the
FY 20T4 IPPS È-inal Rule. See 78 Fed. Reg. 50496, 50615 (Aug. 19,2013). The Provider appeals in the jnstant EJR
request are all based upon FY 2013 cost reporting periods and earlier.
31 See 863 Fed.3d 937 (D.C. Cir. 2017).
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grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Providers have 60

days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes case numbers l3-1505GC, i3-
2093 GC,,13 -2623 G C, 1 4 -07 37 GC, 1 4-0866GC, 17 - 1239 G.

Board Members P arti cipaling

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

/,fl'& il
Boarèf Member
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Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ t 395oo(f)

Schedule of Providers

Certilied Mail w/Schedule of Providers
cc: Judith E. Cummings, CGS Administrators

Byron Lamprecht, Wisconsin Physicians Service
Mounir Kamal, Novitas Solutions, Inc.
Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o National Govemment Services
Wilson Leong, FSS (w/Schedules of Providers)
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Daniel J. Hettich, Esq.

King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 200
Washinglon, DC 20006 47 06

R-E: Expedited Judicial Review Determination
CHS 2007 DSH Medicare+Choice Days CIRP Group, Case No. 13-0095GC

Dear Mr. Hettich:

The Provider Reìmbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June 25, 201 8

requests for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 26, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issuq.in Dispute

The issue in this appeal is:

twlhether CMS unlaufully treats days for which Medicare Part A
did not make payment, namely Medicare Advantage days which
are paid under Medicare Pafi C, as days for which patients are

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A for purposes of
calculating the Medicare disproportionate share ("DSH")
payment.l

Statutorv ànd Regulatorv Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the

Medicare program has paid most hospitals f'or the operating costs^ of inpatient

hospital serrriðes underlhe prospective payment system ("PPS")'2 Under PPS,

Medicare pays predetermined, standardized amounts per discharge, subject to

certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.4 These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I Providers' EJR Request at l.
2 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R. Part412
1IcÌ.
4 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(dX5).
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Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Dfn1.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualif,ing
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefìts under part 4."

The statute, 42 U;S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)GXvÐ(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

tÏe number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) vrere entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income beneftts (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospitaì's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (,'CMS"), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hóspital's

DSH payment adjustment.e
The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXvÐ(II), defines the Medicaid ftaction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assista¡ce under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbeì by the total number of patient days in the same period.r0

5 See 42rJ.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(FXiXl); a2 C.F.R' $ 412 106.
6 See 42rt.s.c. $5 l395ww(dX5XFXj)(l) and (dXsXF)(v); 42 c.F.R $ al2.l06(c)(l)
1 See 42tJ.5.c. gg l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c.F R. {j 412.106(d).
I see 42 U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e 42 c.F,R. $ 412.l o6(bx2)-(3).
,o 42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.106(bx4).
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Medicare Advantage Pro gram

The Medicare program permits its beneñciaries to receive services from managed cate entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance olganizations

("HMOs") and compefitive merìical plans ('CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible olganization undel

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization a¡d entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

refer¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretarylr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1SS6(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part ,A," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO' Prior to December

l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
'. with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].

However, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicáre patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH

adj ustment].r2

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Pafi A.l3

With the creation of Medicare Part Cin1997,ta Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Parl C

rr ofFlealth and Human Services.
l2 55 Fed. Reg.35,990,39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t3 Id.
14 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,

coclified as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment '.liansition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Meáicarel on Decembàr 3t 1998, tvith an eligible organization under. . . [42 U,S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered

to be enroilled \rith thàt organization on January t , 1999, under part C of Title XVll I . . if that organ ization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1 , 1999 , . ." 'l his was also known as

Medicare+Choice. îhe Meãicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemìzation Act of 2003 (Pub.l.,. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, repìaced the M€dicare+Choice program v"ith the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTitÌe XVIll.
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days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2007-2004.t5

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("PPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that: /

. . . once a benefiêiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
. beneficiary's benefits are no longer administe¡ed under Part A

. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attibutable to the beneJìciary should not be included in the
Medicare fraclion of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total palient days ín the

. Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C benefrciary who is also eligíble for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . (emphasis
. added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(ì) to
include the days associated with [Paft C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."l? In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . ll/e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medícaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient dqys for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medì.eare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numemtor of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2xi) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.ls (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSII calculation.

1569 Fed. Reg. 48,918, 49,099 (Aug. I l,
ló68 Fed, Reg. 27,154,27,208 (May 19,
17 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
tB Id.

2004).
2003).
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Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)(B) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulato-ry language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 final r"ule was issued.le In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory chaage had in fact occuned, and affIounced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the

FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Pafi C days were required to be included in the Medicare

fraction as of October 1 , 2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inl llina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The issue unde¡ appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are

"entitled to benefits under Part 4," the¡eby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Part A/SSÌ fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Sec¡etary treated Part C patients as not entided to benefits under Part A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the term. "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean

covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed

course and a¡nounced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare

Part A./SSI fraction and exclude them from the Medicaid fraction effective October 7,2004.21

ln Allína, the Court affirmed the district court's decision "that the Secretary's final rule was not a

logical outgrowth of the proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretary has

not acquiesced to the decision, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part

A./SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction ¡emains in effect as set foÍh in 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). In this case, the Providers contend that all Part

C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C days

should be included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers

seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive validity of the 2004 rule that the Board lacks the

authority to grant. The Providers maintain that, since the Secretary has not acquiesced to the

decision in Allina, The Board remains bound by the regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405'1842(Ð(1) (2017)' the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it detemines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specihc matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofaprovision ofa statute orto the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

te 
7 2 F ed. Reg. 47,1 30, 41,3 84 (Au gsst 22, 2007 ).

,o 746 F.3d ll02 (D.C. Cir.2014).
21 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Allina at 1109.
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Ju¡isdictional Determination

The participants that comptise the group appeal in this EJR request have filed appeals involving
fiscal year 2007,

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report peliods ending

prioi fo December 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the sSI/Part c issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association y. Bowen.23 In [hat case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost teport submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming

dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractoi is withput the power to award reimbursement.2a

For any participant that files an appeal f¡om a.revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that particiþant's ap-peal of matters that the Medica¡e

contractoi specifrcally revised wi dn the revised NPR.25 The Boald notes that all participant

revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board has determined that all participants involved with the instant EJR request have had

Part C days excluded from the Medicaid fiaction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction,

or self-disallowed the issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their respective appeals.

In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy

exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal26 and the appeals were timely filed. The

estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor fôr the

actual frnal amount in the case.

Board's Analysis Reeardine the Appealed Issue

The grorrp appeal in this E.lR requesr is for lìscal year 2OOli ,thus the appealed cost reporling

periçd falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the secretary's FFY 2005 IPPS rule

being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this regulation in Allina
for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to that vacatur and, in *lis regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur

is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally Grant Med. Ctr.

v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d68,77-82 (D.D.D. 2016),appealfiled,No 16-5314 (D.C' Cir.' Oct

31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation

,3 I 08 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,!¿e ø/so CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicàre Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
2a Bcthesda at I258-59.
25 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 889(bxl ) (2008).
26 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
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and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the
D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. See42U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1). Based
on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound. by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Reeardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the
participants in this group appeal are entitled to a hearing before the
Board;

2) based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42
C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of wherher 42
C.F.R. $$ 412.r06(b)(2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Providers have 60
days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since
this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes this case.

Board Members Participatine:
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FORTHEBOARD

4#il#rÐ
Enclosures: 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)

Schedule of Providers

cc: Byron Lamprecht, Wisconsin Physicians Serwice (Cettified Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, Esq., Fedcral Specialized Services (w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

V( Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
470-786-2677

JUN 2 8 2OIB
Certified Mail

Michael G. Newell
Southwest Consulting Associates
2805 Dallas Parkway
Suite 620
Plano,TX75093-8724

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination
17-1366G Southwest Consulting 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group II
17-1367G Southwest Consulting 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group II
17-1442G Southwest Consulting 2009-2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group II
l7-1529G Southwest Consulting 2009-2010 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group Il

Dear Mr. Newell:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June I 8, 201 8

request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 20, 2018) for the above-referenced
appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Paú C patients a¡e 'entitled to benefits' under
Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare Part
A/SSI [Supplemental Security Income] fraction and excluded from
the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice-versa.l

Statutory and Resulatory Backsround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Metlic¿re Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitaìs for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("PPS').2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to ceúain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specifìc factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I Providers' EJR Request at 4.
1See42tJ.S.C. $ I395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 4t2.
3ld.
a See 42 U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5).
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Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.)

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Dee"¡.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifring
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are refered to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled'to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.S.C. $ i395ww(dX5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which .is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
beneJìts under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled 10 benefits under part A of this subchapter. . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adj ustment.e

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(FXviXII), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who weÍe nol enlilled to benefils under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

5 See 42.rt.5.C. g l39.sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l) and (dX5)(F)(v); 42 c.F.R. $ al2.l06(c)(l).
7 See 42U.5.C. $$ l395ww(d)(5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
I See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi)-
,42 C.F.R. g 412. r 06(bX2)-(3).
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'The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Parl A, and divides that
number by the total numbe¡ ofpatient days in the same period.r0

I\4edicare Adva¡taqe Prosram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to ¡eceive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
slatuÍe at 42 U.S.C. $ i 395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuais enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under pafi A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare benéficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

. In the Septemb er 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr I stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
I, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987, a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSIÀ4edicare percentage [of the DSH
acljustment].r2

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.ì3

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,14 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

1o 42 c.F.R. g 4r2.lo6(bx4).
rl of Health and Human Services
¡2 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990, 39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t3 Id.
ra The Medicale Parl C plogranr did not begin opelating until January I, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 201 5,

codi/ìed as 42 U.S.C. g I 394w-2I Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Palt C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conuactors to calcuiate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.15

No ñrther guidance regarding thn lrealmnnt ofParf C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("PPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:'

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneJìciary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction ofthe DSH patienl percentage. These patient
days should be included in lhe count ol total patient days in the

Medícare fraction (lhe denomínator), and the palient's days for the

M+C benertciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction. . . (ernphasis

added)ró

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R'] $ a 12. 1 06(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."lT In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. .. l\e do agree Íhat once Medicare beneJìciaries elect
Medîcare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

' entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation The¡efore, we are

not adopting ds rtnal our proposol stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
heneficiaries in the Medicaidfracf ion. Instead, we are
adoptíng a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in

Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eiigible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. I 395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled wi th that organization on J anuary I , I 999, under part C of T jtle XVIIL . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 . " This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescdption Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), cnactcd on December 8, 2003, repìaced the Medicare+Choice program with the nev/ Medicare Advantage

ploglan ulder Patl C ofTitle XVIIì.
ì569 Fed- Reg. 48,918, 49,099 (Aug. 11,2004).
ì668 F"d- Reg.21 ,154,27,208 (May 19, 2oo3).
ì7 69 Fed. Reg. ar 49,099.
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the numerator of the Medica¡e fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.rs (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XB) was included in the

August 1 1, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical cor¡ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change arurounced in the

FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare

fraction as of October 1, 2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llína Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. However, the Providers point out, the decision is not binding
in actions by other hospitals. Further, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are

"entitled to benefits" under Part A, thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Pafi A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits under Part A. From

1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the term "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean

cove¡ed or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed

course and announced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare

Part A/SSI fraction and exclude them from the Medicaid fraction effective October I,2004.21

In Allina, the Court affirmed the district court's decision "that the Secretary's final rule was not a
logical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretary has

not acquiesced to the decision, fhe 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part

A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forlh in 42

c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2Xi)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB).

tE ld.
te '72 F ed. Reg- 47 ,130, 4'l ,384 (Augll.st 22,200'7).
2o 746 F.3d 1l 02 (D.c. cir. 2014).
?r 69 Fed. Reg. ät 49,099.
22 Allina at I109.
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In these cases, the Providers contend thêt all Part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI
fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C days should be included in the numerator of the
Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers seek a ruling on the procedwal and substantive
validity of the 2004 rule that the Board lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that
since the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina, the Board remains bound by the
regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
chailenge either to the constitutionalüy ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filod appeals
involving fiscal years 2009-2010 and 2013.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals filed from a cost reporting period
that ends on or before December 30, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with
the amount of Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue
as a "self-disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda
Hospital Association v. Bowen.2r For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR
issued after August 21, 2008, the Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of
matters that the Medicare contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.2a The Board
notes that the pafiicipants that filed from revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request
were all issued afte¡ August 21,2008.

,r 108 s.ct. 1255 (r988).
24 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 889(bX i ) (2008).
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Revised NPRs for SSI Reølignment appeals

Case No. 17-1529G: Provider # l- Santa Barbarq Cottage Hospital; # 7- The Chambersburg
Hospital; #8 Vírginia Baptìst Hospital Lynchburg

Case No. 17-l366G: Provider # I- UAMS Medical Center

and Case No. I7-1442G : Provider #6 - Virgínia Baptíst Hospital Lynchburg

These Provide¡s filed appeals from revised NPRs that were issued as a result of the Providers'
requests for realignment (that their SSI percentages be recalculated from the federal fiscal year to
their cost reporting year.) CMS does not utilize a new or different data match process when it
issues a realigned SSI percentage - all ofthe underlying data remains the same, it is simply that a
differerrt time period is used. The reaìignment solely takes the SSI data for each provider and the
total Medicare days for each provider (previously accumulated and used in tl-re original CMS
published SSI%) and reports it on the provider's cost repoÍing period instead of the 9/30 FFY.
Thus, these participants are not challenging that the Medicare Contractor or CMS calculated the
realigned SSI ratio incorrectly, i.e. did not use the right patients for those dates. Instead, they are

challenging whether Medicare Parl C patients are entitled to benefits under Part A, such that they
should be counted in the Medicare Part A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction
numerator, or vice-versa. Because the RNPRs did not adjust the SSI/Part C days issue as

required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b), the Board finds that it lacks
jurisdiction over pafiicipant #1,#7 and #8 in case number 17-1529G; participant #1 in case

number 17-1366G and participant #6 in case number 17-7442G and hereby dismisses them from
the appeals. Since jurisdiction over a Provider is a prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the
Board denies the requests for EJR for these paficipants as well. Se¿ 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842(a).

Revísed NPRs

Case 17-1529G: Provider #5- St. Luke's Hospital

Case l7-1442G; Provider #4- St. Luke's Hospital

This Provider filed its appeal from a revised NPR that did not adjust the SSI/Pârt C days issue as

required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b). In both cases, the Provider
referenced audit adjustment 7 which adjusted MA (eligible) days to the audited total for use in
the DSH calculation. The adjustment was made to Worksheet S-3. The Provider also referenced
audit adjustment 8 which adjusted allowable DSH on Worksheet E, Part A. Consequently, the
Board does not have jurisdiction over the appeal of St. Luke's Hospital's Part C days issue and

hereby clismisses the Provi<ler from both 17-1529G al:d 1l-1442G, as it is a participant in both
cases.

Since jurisdiction over a Provider is a prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the Board
denies St. Luke's Hospital's request f-or BJIì. See 42C.þ'.1\. $ 405.1842(a).
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The Board has determined that all participants in case number 17 -1367G and the remaining

participants in case numbers 17-1529G, 17-1366G and 17 -1442G had Pafi C days excluded from

the Medìcaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or properly plotested the

appcaled issue suoh that tho Board has jurisdiction to hear its respec;tive appeal. In adclition, the

pal-ticipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as

fequired for a group appeal and the remaining pafiicipants' appeals were timely frled. The

estlmated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the

actual final amount in each çase.

Board's Analysis Reeardins the Appealed Issue

The group appeals in this EJR request involve the fiscal years 2009-2010 and 2013, thus the

appealed cost repofüng period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

f'fy ZOOS IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this

regulation in Allina for fhe time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not

formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how

the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally

Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,'77-82 (D.D.D. 2016), appealfiled,No.16-5314
(D.C. Cir., Oct 31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated

the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring

suit in either the D.c. circuit or the circuit within which they are located. see 42u.s.c.
$ 1395oo(f)(1). Based on the above, the Boâid must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the

regulation for purposes ofthis EJR request.

Board's Decision Reearding the EJR Requçg!

The Board finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and that the

remaining participants in the group appeals are entitled to a hearing

before the Board;

2) based upon the participants' àssertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867);and

4) it is without the authority to decidð the legal question of whether 42

c.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iiixB), are valid'
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the remaining Providêr's requests for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Provider
has 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
revie¡v. Since this is úe only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes the cases,

Board Members Participatine:

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts,.Esq.

FORTHEBOARD

(vn(ffi
Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)

Schedules of Providers

(Certifi ed Mail w/Schedules)
cc: Pam VanArsdale, National Govemment Seruices, Inc.

Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o National Govemment Services

Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, MD 21207
4t0-786-267 7

JUN 2 ti 201$

Certified Mail

Daniel J. Hettich, Esq.
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suire 200
Washington, DC 20006 4706

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination
CIIS Post l0/l/2004 DSH Medicare + Choice Days CIRP Group, Case No. 08-2551GC

Dear M¡. Hettich:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June 20, 2018

request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 21, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeal. The Board's determination is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in this appeal is:

[W]hether CMS unlawfully treats days for which Medicare Part A
did not make payment, namely Medicare Advantage days which
are paid under Medicare Part C, as days for which patients are

entitled to benefits under Medicare Par1 A for purposes of
calculating the Medicare disproportionate share ("DSH")
payment.l

Statutory and Reeulatory Backeround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A ofthe Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

ãmounts peidischutge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Providers' EJR Request at 1.
2 See 42U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(1)-(5); 42 C.F.R Part 412
3ld.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific facto¡s.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signiflcantly
disproportionate number' of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualifo for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Oef'1.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
f¡actions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part ,A.."

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under pdrr A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entilled to benefits under part A of this subchapter. . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment.e

The sfatute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FX"Ð(ID, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for mcdical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

4 See 42 t-J.S-C. {i l395ww(d)(s).
5 See 42 U.S.c. $ I 395ww(dX5XF)(ì)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42 U.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(i)(l) and (d)(s)(F)(v); a2 C.F.R. $ al2.l06(c)(l).
7 See 42 U.S.C. $$ l395ww(dx5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
I See 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
e 42C.F.R. ô 4 t 2. r o6(hx2)-(3).
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number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

The Medicare conhactor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total numbei ofpatient days in the same period.lÜ

Medicare Advantage Proqram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from malaged care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and eruolled under part B ofthis subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 arc
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretarylr stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriaté to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1 , 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in FIMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adj ustment].
Flowever, as of December 1 , 1981 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Theref'ore, since that time we have been

inclucling HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage [of the DSH
ad justmentl.r2

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO serwices and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.13

ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
rì ofHealth and Human Services.
r'z55 Fed. Reg. 35,990,39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t1 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Pa¡t C in 7997 ,ta Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conhactors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001 -2004, | 5

No further guidance regarding the teatrnent ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("PPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has eleôted to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Pafi A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

aîtributable ro the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

. M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaíd would be

íncluded in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction. . (emphasis

added)t6

The secretary purportedly changed her position.in the Federal fiscal year ('FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C F.R.] $ a 12. i 06(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part c] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calcu1ation.,,l7 In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . LI¡e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C cotterage, they are still, in some sense,

entilled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

nol adopting as final our proposal staÍed in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficíaries in the Medicaid Jraction lnsîead, we are

t, The Medicare PaÍ c program did not begin operating until January 1,"1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,

codified as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-2t Note (c) "Enrolìment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enroìled [in
Meãicarel on December 3l 1998, wirh an eligible organization undet. . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled \¡/¡th that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . if that organization as a

contract undcr that part for providing services on J anuary 1 , 1 999 . " Thiswas also known as

Medicare+Choice. The M"di"ate Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modemjzation Act of2003 (Pub.L l08-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, repJaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIll.
ì569 Fed. Reg. 48,91 8, 49,099 (Aug. I l,
Ió68 Fed. Reg. 27,154,27,208 (MaY 19,

'7 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.

2004).
2003).
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ctdopting a policy to ínclude the patìent days for M+C
beneficiarîes in the Medicare fractìon . . . . if the beneficiar.y
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.rs (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change .in policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)Q)@) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary
noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the

FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare
fraction as of October 1, 2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Requests for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are

"entitled to benefits under Parl 4," thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and excluded f¡om the Medicaid fraction numeratot or vice versa.

Prior To 2004, the Secretary treated Paft C patients as not entitled to benefits under Parl A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interyreted the term "entitled to benefits under Parl A" to mean
covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed
course and ar.mounced a policy change. This policy was to include Part C days in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and exclude them from the Medicaid fi'action eff'ective October 1,2004.21

In Allina, the CouÍ affirmed the district court's decision "that the Secretary's hnal rule was not a
logical outgrowth of the propose d rule."2z The Providers point out that because the Secretary has

not acquiesced to the decision, the 2004 regulation requiring Parl C days be included in the Part
A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42
C.F.R. g$ 412.106(b)(2)(t)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). In these cases, the Providers contend that all

18 r)
te 72 Fed. Reg. 47 ,130, 4'7 ,384 (August 22, 2007).
,o 746 F . 3d ¡ I 02 (D.C. Cir. 20 l4).
2r 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Àll¡na at 11o9.
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part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C

days should be included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the

Providers seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive validity of the 2004 rule that the Board

lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that, since the Secretary has not acquiesced

to the decision in Allina,the Board remains bound by the regulation' Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

pursuantro 42U.S.C.g 1395oo(Ð(1)andtheregulationsat42C.F.R.$405.1842(Ð(1)(2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines'that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
chalìenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The parlicipants that comprise the group appeal in this EJR request have filed appeals involving
fiscal year 2005.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior

to December 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.23 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost repo11 submitted in

full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming

dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity ofa regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the po*er ìo award reimbursement.2a

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21,2008, The

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's ap-peal of mattels that the Medicare

contractoi specifically revised within the revised NPR.25 The Board notes that the pafiicipants

that filed from revised NPR appeals includetl within this EJR request were all issued after

August 21, 2008.

23 108 s. ct. 1255 (1988).
2a Bethesda at I258-59.
25 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008)
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Provider #6- Hilluest Hospital, Cldremore (37-0039) FyE 10/31/2005

This Provider filed its appeal from a revised NPR dated February 14,2013. The revised NPR
did not adjust the SSIÆart C days issue as required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1889(b). The Provider referenced audit adjustment 5 which adjusted total Medicaid
eligible days and the â.llowable DSH percentage per an Administrative Resolution agreement.

Consequently, the Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the appeal of Hillcrest
Hospital, Claremore's Part C days issue and hereby dismisses the P¡ovider from case number 08-
2551GC. Since jurisdiction over a Provider is a prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the
Board denies Hillcrest Hospital, Claremore's request for EJR. See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842(a).

The Board has determined that the remaining participants involved with the instant EJR request

have had Part C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI

fraction, or properly protested the appealed issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their
respective appeals. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount
in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal26 and the appeals were timely
filed. The estimated amount in conhoversy is subject to recalculation by tåe Medicare contractor
for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Regardinq the ABpçaled Is$ue

The group appeal in this EJR request involves the fiscal year 2005 (Post 10/1/2004), thus the

appeaÌed cost reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

FFY 2005 IPPS ¡ule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this
regulation in Allina for the time period at issue in this request. However, the Secretary has not
formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how
the vacatur is being implemen|.ed (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwi de). See generally
Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.D. 2016), appeal filed,No. 16-5314
(D.C. Cir., Oct 3 1 , 201 6). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated
the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring
suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. See 42U.5.C.

$ 1395oo(f)(1). Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the
regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

26 See 42 Q.F.R. S 405.1837
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Board's Decision Resarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) it has ìurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the

remaining participants in this group appeal are entitled to a hearing

before the Board;

2) based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R'

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact
for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2Xiii)(B), are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F'R. $$ 412 106(bX2XÐ(B)

and (bX2)(iiiXB) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby

grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Providers have 60

days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes this case.

Board Members P arti cipqling;

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

*mn(r{À
Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð

Schedules of Providers

cc: Byron Lamprecht, WPS (Certifiecl Mail dSchedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (w/Schedules ofProviders)
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Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 wopdlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
470-746-2677

iUN 2 e 2018
Certified Mail

Maureen O'Brien Griffin, Esq.
Hall, Rentler, Killian, Heath & Lymal
500 North Me¡idian Street, Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determination

ProMedica Health System 2006 DSH Medicare/Medicaid Medicare Advantage Days CIRP

Croup, Case No. 13-221 2GC

Dear Ms. O'Brien Griffin:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' June 22,2018
request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 25, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeal. The Board's determination is set fol1h below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in this appeals is:

The improper inclusion by the [Medicare Contractor] and the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) of inpatient
days attributable to Medicare Advantage patients in the numerator
and [denominator] of the Medicare Proxy when calculating the

dispropoftionate share hospital (DSH) eligibility and payments.r

Statutory and Regulatory Backsround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpaticnt hospital services." Since 1983, the

Medicare program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs- ofinpatient
hospital sé*iðes underìhe prospective payment system ("PPS") 2 Under PPS,

Medicare pays predetermined, standardized amounts per discharge, subject to

certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-'specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I EJR Request at 2.
2 See42U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R Part4l2.
r Id.
a See 42 U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
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secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serye a signiflcantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(,,Off,1.e As'a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPF determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualilying

hospital.? The DPP is âefined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient \ryas "entitled to benefits under part lt."

The stature, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dx5)(FX,oÐ(I), defines the Medicare/ssl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of lhis subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entiîled to beneJìts under part A of fhis subchapter ' ' ' '

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/sSI fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services ('CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.e
The siatute, 42 U.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvÐ(II), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numeraior of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

part A of this subchapTer' ancl the denomiuator of which is the total

number of the hospital's patient days for such period' (emphasis

added)

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Me^dicare Parl A, and divides that

nr-b"i by the total number of patient days in the same period'10

s See 42 U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412 106'
6 see 42u.5.c. $ç t:os.*14¡s¡nXiXl) and (dXs)(F)(v); 42 c F.R $ 412 106(c)(l)'
7 See 42U.5.c. S$ 1395ww(dx5xr)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c F R $ 412 106(d)
8 See 42 rJ.S.C. $ I 395\'vw(dX5XFXvi).
e 42 C.F.R. $ 412. r 06(bx2)-(3).
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
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Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare ptogram permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs"¡ and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

srattrte at 42 U. S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the orgalization a¡d entitled to

benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B ofthis subchapter . ' ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 ate

referred 1o as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretarylr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5XF)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Parl 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1 , 1987 , 'À/e were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]'
However, as of December 1, 1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSlMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adiustment].r2

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Parl A. lr

With the creation of Mcdicare Parl C in 1997,14 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Pal1 C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

ìr ofLlealth and Human Services.
r'?55 Fed. Reg.35,990,39,994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t3 Id.
la TÉe Medicare Pafi C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, I 997 HR 2015,

codifed as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual \'r'ho is enrolled lin
Meãìcarel onDecembàr3l 1998, with an eligible organization undel . . .f42 U.S.C. l395mml shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, underpart C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract underthatpan for provitling services ort January |'1999 " This was also krown as

Medicar€+Choice. îhe Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprov€ment and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new M€dicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTide XVIII.
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days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.r5

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH caliulation was provided

ìrntil the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment Svstem ("PPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiaryis benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficíary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fractíon ofthe DSH patient percentage These patient
days should be included in the count oftotdl potient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and rhe patient's days for lhe

M+C benelìcìary who is also eligìble for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . (emphasis

added)r6

The secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ al2.106(bX2Xi) to

include the days associated with [Part C] benefrciaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation.,,l7 In response to a conìment tegarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. .. Ile do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits undey Medicare Part A' We agree with
the commenter that ihese days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated ín the May 19' 2003

proposed rule to include the days associated wilh M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fractíon lnstead' we are

adopting a policy 10 include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . ' . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
tlìe numerator of the Medicare fraction' We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH ca.lculation.rE (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

i569 Fcd. Reg. 48,918, 49,099 (Aug. 11,2004).
¡ó68 F€d. Reg. 27,154,2'l ,208 (May 19, 2003).
¡7 69 Fêd. Reg. at 49,099.
,, ld.
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Although the change in policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XB) was included in the

Augusil 1, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulato^ry language was published until

A}iust 22,2007 when the Fpy ZOOA fìnal rule was issued.le In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical comeõtions" to the regulatory language consistent with the change announced in the

FFy 2005 IPPS f,inal rule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medica¡e

fraction as of Octobe¡ 1,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in l// ina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. The Secretary has not acquiescèd to that decision,

Providers' Request for EJR

In this case, the Providers are dissatisfied with the final determination of the Secretary as to the

amount of payment under 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d); 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(a)(1)(A)(ii); and 42

C.F.R. $ qlZ:OA. Specifically, the Providers are dissatisfied with the Secretary's allegedly

"rron"or6 
inclusion of Part C days in both the numerator and denominator of the Medicare

f¡action. Furlher, the Secretary's failure to include any Parl C days in the numelator of the

Medicaid fraction, even when a patient was dual-eligible, i'e', was eligible for Medicaid as well

as Medicare, understated the Medicaid fraction and caused financial losses for the Provìders.

The providers believe that the Secretary's interpretation and regulation are substantively and

procedurally defective. They believe that Pafi C days should not be included within the

iledicare fiaction because those beneficiaries are not entitled to benefits under Pa¡t C, and the

Secretary's regulation is invalid because it was promulgated in violation ofboth the

Adminisirative Procedures Act and the Medicare.Act, as upheld by the Federal Courts in Allina.

The providers assert that the days for dual-eligible PaÍ C beneficiaries should be counted in the

numerator of the Medicaid fraction and the Secretary's failure to do so resulted in underpayment

to the Providers of their DSH adjustment, including capital DSH.

Decision of the Board

Pursrìant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017)'the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a héaring on the specifìc matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific ìegal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge eìthei to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal year 12/31/2006.

'e 72 Fed. Reg. 4'7,130,4'1,384 (August 22,2007).
20 74b F. 3d I I 02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
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For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a pafticipant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3 1, 2008 the participant may demonsüate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medica¡e ¡eimbrusement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning sel orsl in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen.2tIn that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report submitted in
full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no statute

or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity of a regulation be submitted first
to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the power to award reimbursement.22

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the

Board only hasjurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.23 The Board notes that all of the
participants in this group are appealing from revised NPRs and all were issued after August 21,
2008.

The Board has determined that participants involved with the instant EJR request have had Part

C days excluded from the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or
self-disallowed the issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear their respective appeals. In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy
exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal2a and the appeals were timely filed. The
estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the
actual fìnal amount ìn each case.

Board's Anal],sis Reeardine the AppeAlgd ISSUe

The group appeal in this EJR request is for fiscal year l2/31/2006,thus the appealed cost
reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicabie to the Sec¡etary's FFY 2005

IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this regulation
in Allîna for the time period at issue in these requests. Flowever, the Secretary has not formally
acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur
is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwi de). See generally Grant Med. Ctr.
v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d68,17-82 (D.D.D.2016),appealfil¿d,No. 16-5314 (D.C. Cir., Oct
31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation
and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the
D.C. Circuit orthe circuit within which they are located. See42U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1). Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

,' 108 S. Cr. 1255 (1988). See a/so CMS Ruìing CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report thar compìies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not incÌude any disallowance for the item. The provjder effectively seJl-

disallowed the item.).
22 Bethesda at 1258-59.
2r See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bX1) (2008).
24 See 42 C.F.R- $ 405.1 837.
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Board's Decision Resarding tlìe EJR Request

The Board finds that:

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the

participants in this group appeal are entitled to a hearing before the

Board;

2) based upon the parlicipants' asseúions regarding 42 C'F'R'

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)' there are no findings of fact

for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42

c.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), are valid'

Accordingly, rhe Board finds thatthe question of thevalidity of 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2xÐ(B)

and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls wirhin the provisions of42 u.s.c, $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby

grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Providers have 60

ãays ftom the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since

this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes this case.

Board Members Parlicipatins:

FOR THE BOARD:

4m#,"! ?tÐ

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)
Schedules of Providers

cc: Judith Cummings, CGS Administrators (Certified Mail dSchedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services (w/Schedules ofProviders)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
4to-7a6-267L

JUN 2I 2018
Certifred Mail

Michael G. Newell
Southwest Consulting Associates
2805 Dallas Parkway
Suite 620
Plano, TX 75093-8724

R-E: Expedited Judicial Review Determination
17-1366G Southwest Consulting 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group II
17-1367G Southwest Consulting 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group II
17-1442G Sourhwest Consuiting 2009-2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part c Days Group II
17-1529G Southwest Consulting 2009-20i0 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group II

Dear Mr. Newell:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Provide¡s' June 18, 2018

request for expedited judicial review (EJR) (received June 20, 2018) for the above-referenced

appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below.

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare PaÍ C patients are 'entitled to benefits' under

Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare Part

A/SSI [Supptemental Security Income] fraction and excluded from
the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice-versa.l

Statutorv and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Parl A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Silce 1983, the Medicale

program has paid most hospitals for tle operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS).2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àmounts peidischarge, subject to certain payment a justments 3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that acljust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospitaÌ-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I Providers' EJR Request at 4.
2 See42U.S.C. $ l395ww(dXl)-(5):42 C.F R Paft4t2
3ld.
a ,Se¿ 42 l-r.S.C. $ I 395ww(d)(5).
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Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproporlionate patient percentage

("nnÞ-¡.e As a prox)¡ for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH paymen{ to a qualifring

hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under par1A."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ i395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of r hich is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefiIs under ptvt A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI ofthis chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A ofthis subchapter ' . ' .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS-), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.e

The statute, 42 U .5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(¡XvÐ(lD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), the nùmerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpafients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled îo benefits under

' part A of this subchapter, and Ihe denominator of which is the total

number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period. (emphasis

added)

5 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(dxsxF)(i)(l); a2 C.F R. $ 412'106'
6 See42U.s.c. $$ l39sww(d)(5XF)(i)(l) and (dX5XFXv); a2 c.F.R $ al2'106(c)(l)
7 See 42U.s.C. $$ l395ww(dx5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F R. $ 412 106(d)'
E s¿e 42 U.S.c. 5 t 395ww(d)(5xFxvi).
, 42 C.F,R. $ 4r2,lo6(bx2)-(3).
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The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days of service for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.lo

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed cate statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

slatrrte at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled unde¡ this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and effolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries eruolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 ate

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

',In the Septemb er 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryrr stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Acl [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualifìed HMO. Prior to December

1, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this numbe¡ into the calculation [of the DSH adj u stment].

However, as of December 1,1987 
' 

a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Anaiysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Meáicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSlMedicare percentage [of the DSH

adjustment].r2

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.l3

Vr'ith the creation of Medicare Part C in 1991,14 MedicaÌe beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

ro 42 c.F.R. s 4l2.ro6(bx4).
I I of Health and Human Services
ì2 55 Fed. Reg. 35,990, 39,994 (Sept. 4, 1990)
t3 ld.
ra The Medicar.e Part Cprograur did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 1IR2015,

codified as 42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enroÌled [in
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care under Pafi A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.ts

No further guidance regarding the treatment nfPart C days in the DSH calculalion was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ('IPPS) proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patíent days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total pdtient dctys in the

Medicare fraction (the denominaÍor), and the patient's days for the

M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

í.ncluded in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction. . . (emphasis

added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our iegulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ ai2.106(bX2Xi) to

include the days associated with [Part c] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation.',17 In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Il'e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal staîed in the May I9, 2003

proposed rule to include the days associaled l4)irh M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adoptìng a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries ín the Medicare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in

Medicarel on December 31 1998, with an eligìble organization under. . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled rvith that organization on January l, I 999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . iftl'ìat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . . " This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTitle XVIIL
f569 Fed. Reg. 48,918,49,099 (Aug. 11,200a)
f 668 F"d. R"g. 2'1,154,2'7,2o8 (May lg,2003).
r7 ô9 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
ofthe DSH calculation.r8 (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction ofthe DSH calculation.

Althoughthe change inpolicy rcgaÃing42 C.F.R. $ 41?.106(bX2XB) was included inthe
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 final rule was issued.re In that publication the Secretary

noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change an¡ounced in the

FFY 2005 IPPS final ¡ule. As a result, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare

fraction as of October 1,2004.

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius,2o

vacated the FFY 2005 IPPS rule. However, the Providers point out, the decision is not binding
in actions by other hospitals. Further, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are

"entitled to benefits" under Part A, thereby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

Prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits under Part A. From
1986-2004, the Secretary interpreted the term "entitled to benefits under Paft A" to mean

covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the fìnal rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary ¡eversed

course and an¡ounced a policy change. This policy was to include Parl C days in the Medicare
Part A/SSI fraction and exclude them from the Medicaid fraction effective October 1,2004.21

ln Allina, the Court affirmed the district couft's decision "that the Secretary's final rule was not a
logical outgrowth ofthe proposed rule."22 The Providers point out that because the Secretary has

not acquiesced to the decision, the 2004 regulation requiring Parl C days be included in the Part

A./SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forlh in 42

C.F.R. $ $ 4 12. 1 0 6 (b)(2)(1)(B) and (bX2XiiD(B).

18 Id.
te '12 Feò,. Reg. 47 ,130,47 ,384 (A't9ust22,2007).
,o i46 F. 3d I l02 (D.c. cir. 2o t4).
2ì 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
22 Allinq ar 1109.
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In these cases, the Providers contend that all Part C days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI
fraction and the Medicaid-eligible Part C days should be included in the numerator ofthe
Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers seek a,ruling on the procedural and substantive

validity ofthe 2004 rule that the Board lacks the authority to grant. The Providers maintain that

since the Secretary has not acquiescçd to the decision in Allina. the Board remains bound by the

regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

speciñc legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofaprovision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2009-2010 and 2013.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeals filed from a cost reporling period

that ends on or before December 30, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with
the amount of Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Pafi C issue

as a "self-disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda
Hospital Association v. Bowen.2r For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR
issued after August 21, 2008, the Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of
matters that the Medicare contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.24 The Board
notes that the participants that filed from revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request

were all issued after August 21,2008.

23 r08 s.ct. 1255 (r988).
24 See 42 C.F,R, $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008).
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Revised NPRs for SSI Reølignmenl appeøls

Case No. 17-1529G: Provider # l- Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital; # 7- The Chambersburg
Hospital; #8 Virginia Baptist Hospital Lynchburg

Case No. 17-1366G: Provider # 1- UAMS Medical Center

and Case No. 17-1442G : Provider #6 - Virgìnia Baprist Hospital Lynchburg

These Providers filed appeals from revised NPRs that were issued as a result ofthe Providers'
requests for realignment (that their SSI percentages be recalculated from the federal fiscal year to
their cost reporling year.) CMS does not utilize a new ol different data match process when it
issues a realigned SSI percentage - all ofthe underlying data remains the same, it is simply that a

different time period is used. The realignment solely takes the SSI data for each provider and the
total Medicare days for each provider (previously accumulated and rised in the original CMS
published SSI%) and reports it on the provider's cost reporting period instead of the 9/30 FFY.
Thus, these paficipants are not challenging that the Medicare Contractor or CMS calculated the

realigned SSI ratio incorrectly; i.e. did not use the right patients for those dates. Instead, they are

challenging whether Medicare Part C patients are entitled to benefits under Part A, such that they

should be counted in the Medicare Part A/SSI taction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction
numerator, or vice-versa. Because the RNPRs did not adjust the SSI/Part C days issue as

required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b), the Board finds that it lacks
jurisdiction over participant #1,#7 and #8 in case number 17-1529G; participant #1 in case

number i7-1366G and participant #6 in case number 77-1442G and hereby dismisses them from
the appeals. Since jurisdiction over a Provider ìs a prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, the

Board denies the requests for EJR for these participants as well. S¿¿ 42 C'F.R. $ 405.1842(a).

Revße¡l NPRs

Case l7-1529G: Provider #5- St. Luke's Hospilal

Case l7-1442G: Provider #4- St. Luke's ÍIospital

This Provider filed its appeal from a revised NPR that did not adjust the SSI/Par-t C days issue as

required for Board jurisdiction under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b). In both cases, the Provider
¡eferenced audit adjustment 7 which adjusted MA (eligible) days to the audited total for use in
the DSH calculation. The adjustment was made to Worksheet S-3. The Provider also referenced

audit adjustment 8 which adjusted allowable DSH on Worksheet E, Part A. Consequently, the

Board does not have jurisdiction over the appeal of St. Luke's Hospital's Part C days issue and

hereby dismisses the Provider from both 17-1529G and 17-1442G, as it is a parlicipant in both

cases.

Since jurisdiction over a Provider is a prerequisite to glanting a request for EJR, the Board
denies St. Luke's Flospital's request for EJR. See42C.F.R. $405.1842(a)'
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The Board has determined that all participants in case number 17-136'1G and the remaining
participants in case numbers l7-1529G,17-1366G andl7-1442GhadParl C days excluded from
the Medicaid fraction, had a specific adjustment to the SSI fraction, or properly protested the

appealed issue such that the Board has jurisdiction to hear its respective appeal. In aclditinn, the

parlicipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as

required for a group appeal and the remaining parlicipants' appeals were timely filed. The

estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the

actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Resardins the Appealed Issue

The group appeals in this EJR request involve the fiscal years 2009-2010 and 2013, thus the

appealed cost reporting period falls squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

FFY 2005 IPPS rule being challenged. The Board recognizes that the D.C. Circuit vacated this

regulation in Attina for the time period at issue in these requests. However, the Secretary has not

formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how

the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide). See generally
Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,11-82 (D'D.D. 2016), appeal fiied, No. 16-5314

(D.C. Cir., Oct 31,2016). Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated

the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring

suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located. See 42U.5-C.

$ 1 395oo(f.¡(1). Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the

. regulation for purposes ofthis EJR request.

Board's Decision Reeardine the EJR Requçg!

The Board finds that:

1) it has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the

remainipg participants in the group appeals are entitled to a hearing

before the Board;

2) based upon the participants' assefions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(b)(2XiXB) and (bX2XiiD@), there are no fìndings of fact

for resolution by the Board;

3) it is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulalion (42

C.F.R. $ 405.1867); and

4) it is without the authority to decide the legal question ofwhether 42

C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(tXB) and (b)(2XiiiXB), are valid.
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ@)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby
grants the remaining Providêr's requests for EJR for the issue and the subject year. The Provider
has 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. Since this is the only issue under dispute, the Board hereby closes the cases.

Board Members Parti cipalirìË

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

Board Member

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)
Schedules of Providers

(Cer1ifi ed Mail WSchedules)
cc: Pam VanArsdale, National Govemment Services, Inc.

Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o National Government Services
Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services
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CERTIFIED MAIL

Toyul Assr:rr:iates, Inc.
Thomas P. K¡ight, CPA
President
1 800 Sutter Street, Suite 600
Concord, CA94520-2546

Noridian I Icalthcarc Solutions, LLC
Lorraine Frewert
Appeals Coordinator-Jurisdiction E
P.O. Box 6782
Fargo, ND 58108-6782

RE: Request for Reconsideration of Bifurcation and Jurisdictional Determination for
CHW 1997 DSH Dual Eligible Days CIRP Group and
Mercy General Hospìtal
PRRB CaseNo.: 06-0032GC

Dear Mr. Knight and Ms. Frewert:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (.'PRRB" or "Board") has ¡eviewed the above

referenced appeal in response to the CHW 1997 Disproportionate Share Hospital ("DSH") Dual
Eligible Days Common Issue Related Party ("CIRP") Group's C'CHW") request that the Board
reconsider its December 3l,2015 Decision denying juiisdiction over Mercy General Medical
Center, prov. no. 05-0017, and excluding the Provider from the newly established dual eligible
Part C Days Group, case no. 16-0497GC.

Backqround

On December 31,2015, the Board issued a decision in which it denied jurisdiction over several

participants in case no. 06-0032GC, including Mercy General Medical Center, prov. no. 05-
0017. The Board also granted the Providers' request for bifurcation ofthe dual eligible Part A
and Part C days issues for all j urisdictionally valid Providers and established case no. 16-

0497 GC for the Parl C/HMO days issue.

On February 24,2016, the group representative, Toyon Associates, Inc. ("Toyon") submitted a

reconsideration request in which it has asked the Board to reconsider its decision to deny
jurisdiction over Mercy General Medical Center. ln its Decembe¡ 31,2015 decìsion, the Board
found that the Provider did not properly transfer the dual eligible days issue to case no. 06-

0032GC and therefore denied jurisdiction and bifurcation ofthe issues for the Provider.

Facts - Mercv General Medical Center

PRRB Case No. 0ó-0032GC was established with the Board on October 14,2005 with the

following issue statement:
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Whether the Medicaid Ratio used to calculate Medicare Disproportionate
Share Payments (DSH) accurately reflects the number ofpatient days

fumished to all patients eligible for Medìcaid in situation whe¡e the patient is
also enrolled in the Medicare Part A Program but is not entitled to Medicare
Part A benefits.

'We contend that the number of Medicaid eligible patient days used in the DSH
calculation are understated due to exclusion ofvarious categories of Medicaid
eligible patients who enrolled in Nledicare Part A but are nôt entitled tô
Medicare Part A benefits. The applicable regulation goveming this issue is 42
c.F.R. $ 472.106.1

Mercy Medical Center filed its individual appeal request with the Board on October 25, 2006.

The Provider included the dual eligible days issue in its appeal request with the following
language:

The Provider believes that certain dual eligible Medicare/Medicaid patient
days should have been included in the disproportionate share entitlement
calculation. The patient days pertaining to Medicaid eligible patients whose
Part A benefits were exhausted or were enrolled in a Medicare HMO or had no
Medicare Part A paid claim should be included in the Medicaid eligible days

used to calculate the disproportionate share amount. These days should be

iTcluded because they are excluded from the calculation of the Medicare SSI

rutio. 42 CFR $ 412.106.

Estimated reimbursement effect is $154,000. This issue is being transferred to
the following group appeal: CHW 1997 DSH Dual Eligible Days Group,
PRRB Case No. O6-0032G . . .2

In a letter dated December 31,2015, the Board issued a decision in which it denied jurisdiction

over several Providers in case no. 06-0032GC and in which it granted bifurcation ofthe dual

eligible Part A and Part C days issues for jurisdictionally valid Providers. In that letter the Board

found that it did not have jurisdiction over Mercy General Medical Center, prov. no. 05-0017,

based on the rationale that the Provider did not properly transfer the dual eligible days issue from
its individual appeal to case no. 06-0032GC. This decision was based on a transfer letter
included i¡ the recold that lequested to tansfer thc dual cligiblc days issuc for Mercy Gcncral to
a different group appeal.3

BOARD'S DECISION

The Board grants the request for reconsideration of its previous decision and determines that it
has jurisdiction over Mercy General Medical Center as a participant in case no. 06-0032GC. The

Board also grants bifurcation of the dual eligible Parl A and HMO issues fo¡ this Provider, and

transfers the HMO issue to case no. 16-0491GC. Case no. 06-0032GC is hereby reopened in

I Administrative P.ecord vt'722.
2 Admioistrative Record at 9l .

3 Administrative Record at I 13.
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order to address jurisdiction and bifurcation ofthe dual eligible days issues for Mercy General

Medical Center, provider no. 05-0017.

The Boa¡d finds that the Provider properly requested to t¡ansfer the dual eligible days issue to

case no. 06-0032GC in its individual appeal request, therefore the Board has jurisdiction over the

Provider.

This Provider is appealing from fiscal year end ("FYE") 1997, therefore this fiscal year was prior
to the 2004 fïnal rule discussing how ttr uoulrt HMO or Part C tÌays.a Furtlter, thc 2004 pruposed

rule indicates that Par-t C days were included in the Medicaid fraction pre-2004.s Based on this,

the Board finds that the Provider appealed both the dual eligible and Part C/HMO days issues.

The Board hereby transfers the HMO days issue to case no. 16-0497GC, CHV/ 1997 HMO Days

CIRP Group. Remand of Mercy General Medical Center pursuant to CMS Ruling 1498-R will
be addressed under separate cover.

Review of this determination is available under the provisions of 42 U'S'C. $1395oo(f) and 42

C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and 405.187'/ upon final disposition of the appeal.

Board Members
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert Evarts, Esq.

FORTHEBOARD \

<spM
Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1871

cc: Wilson Leong, CPA, Esq. Federal Specialized Services

4 69 Fed. Reg. 48916 (Aug. 1l,2004).
5 Scc ¡lllina Heqlth Servs. V. Sebelius, T 46 F ,3d I102, I 106 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (citing to Northeqst Hosp. Corp. v.

Sebelius, 65'1 F.3d l, 16-17 (D.C. Cir. 201 1)).
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